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INTRODUCTION
Since I could boast of neither any recollGCtlona
of the poet, nor of any pergonal interviews, I had to content
myself v/lth Impressions derived from the readin?? of his poems;
reading the book'3 of others who saw not only 'Vhittier the
poet but liVhittier the man v/ith the sincere and noble soul;
and also by rambling through V/hlt tierland which Includes the
narrow strip of land between Haverhill, Araesbury, and
Newburyport.
Believing that environment; time; customs; and
traditions often play a great part in the shaping of man's
character, I shall strive to portray liThlttier as he gradually
acquired and adju'ited himself to those influencing factors
which predominated in that vicinity at that time, and which
were perhaps responsible in the making of Whlttier; for he
not only saw life In all its forms but understood it and
appreciated it in Innocent delight, and this appreciation and
delight he expressed in some of his best poems
•
Although poverty, chastity, and obedience were his
portion in this life, primarily during his earlier years which
he began and spent in Haverhill, he was able through his
perserverance and renunciation to enter into his spiritual
kingdom.

(mPTER I.
LIFE OP JOHH G. WHITTIER
"John G* Whlttler was born In HaverhllX» Massaoimsetts* on
Dee«ml>»r 17$ 160? and diad Sapt^ber 7, I892» Ha was tha son of Quakar
paranta; hla fathar John Whittiar was a atamy prosaic» but ganarous man«
whlla zBOthar Abigail (Husaay) Whittiar was a kindly soul who to soma axtent
aympathisad irith har aon's litararjr laanings. Both paranta influenoad hia
eonsidarably by thair religious doctrinas and talas of local history. On
his father's aide ha was dasoendad from Thomas Whittiar who came to
Maasachusatts from England in 16^*
Spending his boyhood and youth on a farm^ Whittiar came close to
naturSf and later daseribad tha rural scene of hie locality isore faithfully
than had any other writer up to that time* His "Barefoot Boyt " has baoCRse
a classic poem of New England farm life* Overexertion when he was about
seventeen resulted in injuries from which ha never fully recovered*
His fonaal education was limitedi vHmt he didn't obtain fron
schools t he learned frcoi books* For a brief period he studied under Josua
Coffini in the unfinished ell of a fanahousey and at another tiTne« in a
aehool kept by a Hewburyport woman* When he was about fourteen he beoama
acq^uainted with the poems of Bums* He studied them studiously and soon
began writing poems himself » some of them in Scotch dialect* As time want
on his reading came to include booke of travel^ and history^ works on
Quaker doctrine^ and raartyrologyj Thomas Sllwood'a poem "Davideisi" and
the writings of Miltont Chatterton* Coleridge* ^yron* and othera* He also
delved into colonial literature becoming particularly familiar with

Cotton Mather* 8 "Magnalia* and 'Dhriati Aoericani*"
The sanding of one of his poena, "The Exile* 8 Departure," by
his older alster Mary to the Newburyport 'Free Parees' edited by William
Garrison, was an important event in young Whittier*s life» The po«a was
published June 6, 1626 and Garrison was sufficiently interested in the
ixnknown author to call upon him* He urged the father to send his son to
some school for further education, but the elder Whittier was averse to
such procedto'e* Though Garrison continued publishing poeras by Whittier,
it was Abljah W« Thayer, the editor of the Haverhill Gaxette (later called
the Essex) t lAio made Whittier 's wOrk widely known, by publishing his
poaas weekly* Thayer also urged the elder Whittier to send his promising
son to an academy and this time the father agreed to do so* At the
beginning of May 18279 Whittier entered the newly opened Haverhill
AcadeBQT, where a posm of his was sting at the inauguration ceraanonies •
He reotalned here about six months, taught school during the winter, and
then returned to the acadsmy for another tern of six months* During
this time he poured forth a steady stream of poems which appeared not
only in the "Free Press" and Essex Gasette, but for a tine in the
Boston "Statesman**
A reading of Garrison's "Thoughts in Coloniaatloa" (1852), and
a meeting with the author in the spring of 18^? made Whittier an abolition*
ist« For the next thirty years he devoted himself to the writing of
Tjrrtaen poems on subjects connected with slavery and its abolition* In
December he was a delegate to the anticslavery convention in
Philadelphia and was one of the signers of Its declaration* He was soon

practically ostracized aociallyt because of his views and activitieSf but
succeeded in being elected a meiaber of the l^saohusetts legislature
from Haverhilly for the year IQ3^* Meani^ile he sold his farm and moved
in July 1856 to his new home in Amesbury. His activities during the
next few years were varied and exacting} spoke at anti-slavery conventions
in Harrisburgy Pennsylvania} labored in Boston in behalf of the
abolition of slavery in the District of Colisabiaj during 18^7 vets
employed in New Xork under the auspices of the American Anti-Slavery
Society. From March 18j$8 to February ld40» he edited the "Pennsylvania
Freeman," and in 1840 returned to Amesbury*
In the fall of ld42« he ran for Congress on the Liberty party
ticket* From July 1644 to March 184^ he edited, "Middlesex Standard", a
liberty-party paper published in Lowell, Massachusetts, and in his
editorials opposed the annexation of Texas* la January of the following
year, l846, he became corresponding editor of the "IJatlonal Era",
published in Washington, to which he contributed most of his poms and
articles for the next thirteen yiMirs*
Meanwhile there was no relaxing of his political activities*
He gave John P* Bale of New Hampshire, much political advice, and thus
helped Indirectly to elect him to the U* 3* Senates he attacked the
administration bitterly for the Mexican Wari and in the well known poem
"Ichabod," which appeared in the "National Era," May 2, 1850, he
castigated Webster for the "Seventh of March" speech* He was one of the
first to siJiggest the formation of the Republican party and always
1c
hi»80lf om of its founders* In the a»id-fifti©8> though, he wrote
oaspaign scmge and poemty ill health compelled him to abandon ease of
hiB aotivitiee* Hia reputation aa a poet, aoan^ile, greatly increased
and he took rank with Longfellow and Bryant among the greatest American
poets
•
During his middle years he had several rooanoes, two of which
almost led te marriage*
from the beginning of the Civil War Whittier*8 life was
uneventful* Hia fame as poet increased by reason of his many ecaitributione
to the "Atlantic Monthly;," in the founding of which he had a part, and to
the ''Independent*** The sumrait, of his poetic careeri was reached in
the decade of 60'8*
Whittier was a tall nan with piercing dark eyes and a swarthy
oomplexion; he was sosaeWhat vain with respect to hia appearance*
Although a genial personi he would occasionally flash out in anger* when
people did not agree with him* He resented the repute he had of being
a saint. ThaX he was of heroic spirit is beyond question^ for he
sacrificed Mich, endured abiise, and faced physical perils in his devotion
to the cause which he espoused* He had a fine sense of humort and was
adept at telling armsing stories* Toward other people *s beliefs he was
in general tolerant, and he syapathiaed keenly with those who were
persecuted on account of their race, color » or creed* His religious
spirit as expressed in his poems was such that not a few of then found
a permanent place in the hymnals of various denominations* With respect

to industrial quostiono he wae alvaye extrwaely consonrativc, but ht
supported the operatives in the Amesbury-Saliebury strike of 1852
(? P. Ourrier, in the "New England Quarterly" of J-larch 1955) • As a
means of settling the entire econcsnic problem he reoonomeiHled obedience
to the Golden Rule and the saving of money* He tried to justify the
existing system that the laborer derived benefits from his poverty* In
his poew the "Probltei," published in 1877, the year of th© great railroad
strikes, he assailed the labor leaders whcsa palliative reforms as
"demagogues,** proffering their vain and evil counsels* In Uie late 30' s,
he refused to aid William D« Kowells in trying to obtain olfflnency for the
convicted Chicago Anarchists*
Whittier's standing as a poet has somewhat declined since his
day* "Snow Bound,'* is still oonsidered his masterpiece*"^
"At the close of the civil war Whittier's efforts, cm the
abolitionist cause, were rewarded* Pram 1376 on, almost to the end of his
life, Whittier lived in the mansion at Oak Knoll, Danvers, the home of
Colonel Edmund Johnson, a widower viho had married a cousin of ^liittieri
but he always maintained his voting residence at Aaesbury*
While living at Danvers he wrote about a hundred poems* In the
scenes of the neighborhood he found the inspiraticm for 'Ihe Witch Wenhaa'*
In fact the Bev* George Burroughs had been executed, on the very estate on
1* Dictionary of American Biographies V* 20-19^* ^d* by Dumas Malonej
Published by Charles Gcribners Sons, New York. p. 175*
2* Alfred Mordell, "Quaker Militant" i Published by Houghton Mifflin Co*
1955l Boston, Mass* pp* 277, 278*

vAilch Whittier now lived, as a wiisard in Colonial days*
The life at Oak Knoll was ccKsfortablo and lU3rJifiou8« The
estate and its surroundings were in sharp contrast to the old Homestead
at Haverhill or the plain village house at Amesbury*
Although he wished to die in his Amesbury heme, he secsned
resigned to meet Eternal Goodness in the house of his old friend at
Hampton Falls «**
% Whitman Bennett j "whittier - Bard of Freedom'*; Published by
Hill, OSaiversity of Horth Carolina] 1941 j p« 535,
1
caiAPTER II.
3E0SRAPHIC AM) SOCIAL C0MDITI0K3 SGRROONDIHG WHITOER AKD
HIS AMCSSTORS.
•Th« nhoXe valley of tho Merriiaac, from Ita 80urca among th«
Haaapshlre hilla to whor« it moets th« ocean at HewJ^uryportj has bo«n
celebrated in ^ttier*« verse and might well be called ''Wfeittier-land"
.
ait the object of thia chapter ia to deeoribe the topography of only that
part of the valley included in Essex County, the north^stem section of
Massachusetts I and also include in connection with Wittier incidental
descriptions of the people, their homes and occupations, religion, and
social customs, traditions, legends and speech*
The following is a description of the scenery of the Men'imac
Valley by '^fhittier himself, in a review of Rev* P. S# Boyd's "Up and Down
the Merriraac", written for a journal i
^Th» scenery of the lower valley of the Iferriaac is not bold nor
reaai^bly picturesque, but there is a great charm in the panoraoa of its
soft green intermles; its white steeples rsing over thick clusters of
elms and maples i its neat villages on the slopes of graceful]^ rounded
hills, dai<^ belts of woodland, axid blosscming or fruited orchards* whidi
would alssost justify the words of one who formerly sojumod on its banks,
that the !4erri2aao is the fairest river this side of Paradise # Thoreau
has insBortalized it in his *Week on the Concord and MerristaC Rivers'* The
late Qaleb Gushing, vlho was not by nature inclined to sentiment and
^thusiasm, used to girow eloquent and poetical when he spoke of his native
river* Brissot, the leader of the Sirondists in the Freiioh Revolution,
and Louis Philippe, who were familiar with its scenery, remembered it wit^
1r
c
pleasure* Ann© Bradstreet, the wif© of Ooyernor Bradetr©©!, one of th*
©arll©8t irriters of veree in New Snglandf sang of it at h©r horn© on its
banks at Andoveri and the lovely mistress of Deer Island* who sees on one
hand the rising moon lean above the low sea horizon of the east* and on
the other the s\mset reddening the track of the winding river» has made
it the theme and scene of her prose and verse «"
Haverhill* although but three miles wide* is ten miles long* and
includes many a fertile farm out of sight of city spires* and out of sound
of city streets. As Whittier says in the poem "Haverhill:"
"And far and wide it stretches still*
Along its southward sloping hill,
And overlooks on either hand
A rich and many-watered land.
And nature holds with narrowing space*
From mart and crowd* her old-time grace*
And guards with fondly jealous arms
The wild growths of outlying farms.
Her sunsets on Kenoza fall*
Her autumn leaves by Saltonstall
No lavished gold can richer make
Her opulence of hill and lake."
"This "opulence of hill and lake" is the especial charm of
Haverhill. The two symmetrical hills* named Gold and Silver* near the
river, one above and one below the city proper, are those referred to in
"The Sycamores" as viewed by Washington with admiring comment, standing
in his stirrups and
"Looking up and looking dowi
On the hills of Gold and Silver
Running round the little town."
Samuel T. Pickard, "Whittier*Land" } 1904 j Houghton, Mifflin and Company;
Boston* Mass
.J pgs. 4* ^* 6.
rc
"On the way to Whlttier's birthplace are two lakes. The larger on the
right 1« Kenoza a name signifying pickerel. It was christened by
Vhittier with the poem which has parmanently fixed its name. On the left
is another lake but is not very visible because it is so much above Kenoza.
This is a singular freak of nature — a deep lake fed by springs on top
of a hill* The surface of this lake is far above the tops of most of the
houses of Haverhillf and it is but a few rods from Kenoza, which lies
almost a hundred feet below. The road is at middle height between the two»
and only a stone's throw from either.
The birthplace, is over the northern shoulder of Job's Hill, the
summit of which is high above at the right. This hill was named for an
Indian chief of the olden time. On looking down at the left one views an
idyllic valley, and through the trees that skirt a lovely brook, stands
the ancient farmhouse on a gentle slope which seons designed by nature for
its reception. To the west and south high hills crowd closely upon this
valley, but to the east are green meadows through which winds, at last at
leisure, the brook just released frc»n its timable among the rooks of old
Job's left shoulder. The house faces the brook, and not the road,
presenting to the highway the little eastern porch that gives entrance to
the kitchen, the famous kitchen of "Snowbound."
"The bam is across the road opposite this porch. It is much
longer than it was in Whittier's youth, but two thirds of it towards the
road is the old part to which the boys tunneled throu^ the snowdrift —
Samuel T. Pickard; "Whittier-Land" j Houghton, Mifflin Companyi Boston,
Mass, I 1904) pp. 7, 8, 10, 12.

10.
with merry diiif
And roused the prisoned brutes within.
The old horse thrust his long head out»
And grave with wonder gazed about}
The oOGk his lusty greeting said.
And forth his speckled harem led
The oxen lashed their tallsy and hooked*
And nlld reproach of hunger looked
j
Tlie horned patriarch of the sheep»
Like l^^gypt'a ?mm roused fran sleep,
Shook his sage head with gesture amte.
And emphasised with stanip of foot."
"This Is not the orlglzml bam of the pioneers, bi^t was built by Whlttler*i
father and unole Moses In 1621 • The ancient bam was not torn down till
some years later* It was In tdiat Is now the orchard back of the house*
There used to be« close to the eattle-yard of the comparatively new bao^,
a shop containing a blackseilth*8 outfit; This was removed more than fifty
years ago, being In a ruinous condition from extreme old age*
Country bridge had the reputation of being hatinted, when
Whlttler was a boy, axid several of his early uncollected pomss refer to
this fact* No one who could avoid it ventured over it after dark* Once
Whlttler determined to swallow his fears and brave the danger* He approache i
trtilstllng to keep his courage up, but a panic seised him, and he turned
and ran haa» without daring to look behind* It was in this vicinity that
Thomas Whlttler build his first house in Haverhill* Further down the
stream was Mlllvale, where were three mills, one a gristmill* This mill
and the evil reputation of the bridge are both referred to In these lines
from "The Home-Comlng of the Bride", a fragment first printed In "Life and
Letters"
t
r«
*Th0f patted the dam and the gray gris-toilli
Whose walls with the jar of grinding shook.
And crossed for the moment awed and still.
The haunted bridge of tlw Country Brook*"
'It was the custom of the pioneers, when they had the choice,
to select the sites of their hoaes near the somll water powers of the
brooks} the large rivers they had not then the power to harnese. There
were good mill sites on Countiy Brook below the log house, but probably
some other settler had secured them, and Thonas Whittier found in the
smaller stream on his own estate a fairly good water power* Femaide
Brook is a tributary of Country Brook* Probably this decided the seleotini
of the site for a house which was to be a hcnae for generation after
generation of his descendants* The dam recently restored is at the same
spot where stood the Whittier mill, and in making repairs some of the
timbers of the ancient mill were found* Parts of the original walls of
the dan are now to be seen on each side of the brook, but the mill had
disappeared long before VHiittier was born* Further up the brook were two
other dams, used as reeerroirs* The lower dam when perfect was high
enough to enable the family to bring water to house and bam in pipes*
In the old days, before these hills were robbed of tne oaken growths
that crowned their summits, their apparent height was mich increased, and
the isolation rendered even more complete than now* i^set came much
earlier than it did outside this valley. The eastern hill, beyond the
meadow, is more distant and not so high, and so the sunrises are
comparatively early* This hill is an unusually good specimen of an eschar^
a long ridge of glacial gravel set down in a meadow through i^idi Femside

Brook cunrea on its way to Its outlet In Countly Brook, Job*i Hill at the
south risos 80 steeply from the right bank of Femeide Brook, at the foot
of the terraced slope in front of the house, that it is difficult for many
rods to get a foothold* The path by which the hill was scaled and the
stepping stones by which the brook was crossed are accurately sketched in
the po«B "Telling the Bees," a poem by the way i^ioh originally had
"Femaide" for its title:
"Here is the place; right over the hill
Rtms the path X tookj
Tou can see the gap in the old wall still.
And the 8tepping<-8tones in the shallow brook*"
"The original Haverhill hone of the Whittier tribe, ~ like
most of the homee at that time, was a crude dtielling about a half mile
from the oociparatively spacious hemeslead which Thotnae build when he was
nearly seventy years old, in the year 1566, just half a centuxy after his
arrival from England.
The Whittier homestead —— still standing in good condition and
owned by self'-perpetuating trustees is set back from the main
Amesbury«*liaverhill highway. The present "modern" barn across the road,
described in 'Vsnow-iknandy" was built in 1621 and enlarged later. The
Whittier place never had the winter^defying continuous house->woodshed«>
barn structure evolved by Tankee ooomon sense to meet the .Northern New
England climate and characteristic of nineteenth-century construction
thereabouts*
Samuel ?• Pickardi "idhittier-Land"; Houghton, Mflin and Company;
Boston, Haas*} 1904} pp. l^, 16, 17*

The hoooatead, with its thirty-foot kitch«zi« maains oubstantially
in ite original seventeenth-century form except for the addition of a.
seoond-story room iriiere once iiaa a slanting roof* iTiough this is no Tankee
mansion &uoh as semi-piratical sea captains built in Portsmough and
Newburyf it it constznioted firmly around an enomous chimney and is
definitely superior to the average isolated fam dwelling of the time and
place* This house and its 146 acres of land rwoained in possession of the
direct male »;«hittior line until 16% * Here the poet was born and here he
grew to manliood*"
"After the death of his uncle in 1624 and his father in I850,
Whittier^ who had already begxui editorial work» decided that for a man of
his tastes and hit delicate physical constitutioni carrying on the large
and comparatively unproductive farm was obviously impossible* For this
reason in 16^ he told it to Aaron Chase for %%000 and reinvested
$1,200 in a little one-story cottage almost opposite the Quaker meeting
house in the center of the town of Ameebury* This meeting house was the
same one which the Whittiers attended when living in Haverhill, and its
proximity was a great ccmvenience, especially in the winter*
Some years later a second story was built on one side of the
Ameslmry cottagej but it always remained a plain, unpretentious house —«•
just as it nay be seen today* After the death of his sister Elizabeth in
ld64t the aging poet found himself literally alone and spent rmdh of his
Whitman Bennett} "Whittier — Bard of Freedom") published by University
of Horth Qarolinai Chapel Hilli 194l| pp* 6, 7«
c1
tlae aiMy ttoca Ameebuiy, though he continued to regard it as home until
hla death in 1892 fifty-six years after its purchase and I96 years
after the death of Pounder Thomas*
It was in the downstaira *garden room" of this Mesbury cottage
that Islhlttier did the bulk of his laoet important literary work, including
the coBinogition ot *Sno%f-Bound»'"'
"To understand either the work or the life of Whittier require*
scQte general knowledge of the "people called Quedcers," nmmbers of the
society of Friends, established in Northern Fivgland by John Foit in 1649
and brou^t to New England only seven years later, while the antinomian
troubles with Anne Hutchinson were still fresh in mind. Though the first
two aiseicnaries to this country, Mary Fisher and Ann Austin, were put
under restraint as soon as tht^ reached Bostm and shipped back to the
mother couzrtry at the first possible moraent, more mieoionarles followed,
and the "heresy", though it never l»d a broad (B^ppeal to the Yankee mind,
took fins root in various localities*
The early persecution of the New England Cuakers culainated with
the execution of three men and one woman idio insisted on returning fron
banishment with the avowed purpose of martyrdca^ Startling though thia
record is, one mst in justice r^ember that the C^iakers gave serious
provocation and that they were insistent intruders. Also, such punishraento
as *diipping at the oart-tail, cutting off ears, and piercing tongues were
merest child's play compared with the barbarous method of execution for
Whitman Bennett} "iffhittier — Bard of Proedc«n"j Published by the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill} 1941; pp. 8, 9.
c
High Trttaaon then ttiXl being actively employed by Charles XI agalnet' the
men who voted for the beheading of hie father*
Beoause of the highly individuallet!c character oi hie aov«Gont
and the lack of church discipline^ Fox's idea in tb* mrl^r a'^agea attracted
many fanatics 1^0 "testified** not only by quaking and tr«Bbling whence
the familiar name of the sect —* but by interruptir^ church servicesi
invading law courts « wearing filthy sackclothf smearing themselves with
lampblack, and even going naked in public places. After all« Bndicottt
then Bay Coloz^ Governor and a stem onoy had to do ecmething when a
wholly virtuous young woman by the name of Deborah Wilson "testified* by
running naked throu^ the streets of Salem; and another* Lidia tVardwell»
appeared entirely nude at church in Newbury* What became shortly thereafter
the church of contemplation* wiiere worshipers awaited in silence the
promptings of the epirit* began with a plenitude of emotional frenzy*
especially on the part of its missionaries*
However* persecution brought sympathy in its train and
sympathy brought the Vlhittiers Into the Quaker fold, thonaa Whittier* the
founder* though no Quaker himself* was one of tne signers of a petition
seeking the pardon of a certain Robert Pike* vrtio had been csaoored by the
General Court for daring to protest against an order forbidding Quakers
Thomas Macy and Joseph Peasley to conduct Quaker meetings on Sundays in
their orni dwellings* The General Court was obdurate* as usual^ Instead
of forgiving Pike'e temerity at protesting on beJ^ialf of the Quakers* the
magistrates took revenge on all tlie petitioners ^o had asked for Pike's
pardon* excusing only those Who formally retracted their share in the

application, ThOB»a Whittiar, grandfather of tha poet, was among tha hardy
ignere of tha Pike petition refused to retract and consequently lost
their rights as frewsan*"
"l^ough tyranny as arbitraty as this might well have inspired
revolt in the most temperate of minds » Thooas Whittier continued to be a
a€RBber of the congregation in the established local church, became a
leading figure in the village through some elemental knowledge of oon*
struotion engineeringi and achieved full citiaenship fourteen years lateri
in 1666 • Th0 important result was the after effect* M^u*y Peas ley, who
became the wife of the first Joseph Whittier, son of ThoBW.t| was a devout
Quakeress and granddaughter of that very Joseph Peasley for whose ri^ts
to oonduot Quaker services old Thomas had braved the authorities* Joseph
Whittier, either before or at the time of his marriage, became a professed
Quaker, establishing Quakerism in the family* But that was in I69A, when
Quakers had beccrae recognised as entirely respectable people*
Sarah Greanleaf , the poets paternal grandmother, and Abigail
Russey, his mother, were QuaJcer women when they married the Quaker Whittiers 1
In later life, the orthodoxy of John G* Whittier 's Quakerism was
often challenged* Though he had doubtless become more of a humanitarian
than a theologian of any stamps he clung to the conservative Quaker practice 1
and opposed both evangelical and formalist innovations* Pickard quotes hit
dryly humorous advice not to forbid the groans at Quaker meetings because
their might be nothing left* But Whittier, in saying this, was merely seeing
1* Whitman Bennett} "Whittier — Bard of Freedom") Published by Tht
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hillj 194lj pp. 12, 15*
cI
the humorous sido of a vorehlp^form very oloee to his heart*
The poet» whose appearance was altmye acrupulcmsXy neat, used
throughout life the long Qtaaker coats (said to have been made for him by
the same Philadelphia tailor for nearly half a century) but in later years
sever wore the broad-brisBaed Quaker hats and perhaps this mixture was
the outward and visible sign of his a^herenoe to the seot with avoidance
of ocHnspicuous and unessential queerness. Though Whlttler could cast them
aside completely at wlll> Quaker forms of speech came most familiarly to
bis lips 8md appear in all his intimate letters* Regarding himself always
as a msRtber of the Society of Friends in good standings but no zealot, he
retained one fundamental Quaker virtue brad in his bones all his days* He
never put pen to paper unless the spirit moved him, and then, if seriously
moved, he was the most sententious of poets* In him temperament and
restraint were the polarities engendering dynamic power* "'^
"Whlttler did his chores and farm duties such as t driving the
cows, riding to the mill, fetching wood for the kitchen fire, and helping
in the lighter work of milking the cows, haying and harvesting. When the
family went to the Quaker meetings at Amesbury* he oftsoi stayed at hcnae
because there was not enough room in the chaise to take them all* On these
occasions he wandered about, dreaming and ccming into close contact with
Nature* To this ocsitaot throiagh toil and daydreaming he attributed the
picturesque truth in his poetry, especially in "Snow-Bound*"
I, Whitman Bennettj "Whlttler^Bard of Freedom" i Published by University
of North Carolina, Qiapel Hilli 1941 j pp. 14, 15.

Though his dutloa secluded him from the outside world* he becasHi
acquainted with the different types in the village* He would go to the
Tillage with hie father or uncle Moses to bring the farm produce in
exchange for household supplies, and while here he observed keenly what
was going on» The tavern proprietor, the country storekeeper, the black-
smith, the man 1^0 sold ccxnbs and cigars, and the widow who made his
hameapran trousers and coat becosie indellible characters in his memory*
Whittier's life as a farm boy was the typical life of those old
New England days* Though the farm was not large he had to help because
labor was expensive* The ground was rocky, and neither well manured or
cleared, and there was always a want of good rotation of crops* Only the
com refjuired o&reful cultivation, usually with oxen and hoeings* Whittier
attended to the breaking of the grouz^ with the plough, and the levelling
with the harrow* He had to see that the com was planted in hills about
three feet apart, and as it grew he had to keep it hoed*
Fcllowing ^e common practice, the Whittier family raised potatoes
on a border of the cornfield, and small grains liko rye and oats in the
open field, vl^ddi at times thmx turned into grassland*
Although he was a faithful worker, he also liked to loaf and
dream, and as a result he was not a very capable fanner* k poet's spirit
lived in the farm boy's body and a thirst for knowledge burned within him*
Meanwhile his practical father tried to discourage his oonk poetic efforts
but without suecess* Whittier continued writing his poems in secrecy,
aided by hie mother, his older sister Mary, and a pretty cousin Mary Smith

Iwith whom he fell In love, bfut didnH marry because alie waonH intereeted
in hla, —— for he was only a poor farm boy*"^
"Deocmee ©ertain of Whittler'e poeme, like the "Barefoot Boy"
and "In School Dayt/ clearly indicate a hiaable walk of life, the improsaion
prevails that the poet endured an impoverished youth and lacked even the
most rudimentary opportunities for education; but that ie due to lack of
understanding special conditions of New England farm lifet
The boy Qreanleaf certainly was not raieed in the lap of luxury*
He undoubtedly had less cash than the tenement child of today, but he was
always clad according to the standard^ of time and place, he was never
hungry, and his schooling, though limited, was noi neglected* Tb&t he even
had encouragement to write is sliown by the fact that mother and sister
preserved juvenile efforts. It is true that his father, compelled to see
all the more praotiml aspects of life, took "no •tock'^ in Greanleaf
U
literary talents, but his mother. Aunt T^ercy, and his two sisters were
most sympathetic* Many writers have struggled for first expression in a
far more hostile atmosphere* Even his father's brother and partner la
ownership of the fans. Uncle Moses, was impressed*
As to the significance of the "Barefoot Boy" God knows
Whittier never thought of him as underprivileged and mak^s no suggestion to
VmA effect in his verses* Any boy in tliat neck the woods compelled to
wear summer shoes and stockings would have considered that he was being
tortured and would have been almost as ridiculous to his village comrades
I. Albert Mordelli "Quaker Militant*! Published by Houghton, Mifflin
Oompany, Cambridge, Mass*| I93^i PP* A, ^, 6, 7*
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fts if ho had 9port<Nl a FauntX«roy hair-cut # Bare f««t for a country boy
in XD17 war© no raor* indication of poverty than bar© laga for a city girl
of today*
To work laboriously la tho fields, to suffer cold In winter, to
•at plain but plentiful food, were univeraal conditions among oven
prosperous tam faailiee. The Uvea of the corapax^tivoly few poor country
people were acjmething quite different, tragic beyond or below the concepts
of aiodem living standards — aotaething to make twentieth century faailiea
on relief fortunate by comparison. Pie for breakfast with pork and beans
fiund hot doughnuts, oaten after a couple of hours of bard work, would not
be the prescribed diet of any modem sanitariian, but it can taste mighty
good, and possibly it killed no more people than sawdust breakfast food and
weightr-roducing counted calories « Yankee farmors should b« judged by thsir
bams rathor than their houses • Everybody frcan 2"Torth of Boston krmm the
story of the fanaer^s wife who tsoved into the bam while her husband was
at the Courrty Pair and stayed there until he repaired the house and put on
a aow front porch. The Whittier bam^barometer still stands as mute,
positive evidonc© of thrift and substance*'*
According to Pickard, tJhittier had seven cows to milk — ifdiich
fl»y have been a task but proves there were seven cows to Bilk« The live-
stock included one horse, a yoke of fine oxen, poultry and pigs and probably
Wjankagiving ttorksys gobbled In the backyard. Fresh fish were readily
found in brook and river and in the not too distant ocean, Greenleaf 's
BiQther and his Aund Merc^ both seen like just the sort of Quaker women who
could perform miracles in a "chimin" oven.
I«
r
c
the following is a story of hie pat ox *Old Butler", which
wndoubtedly lauet have inspired hira to write these linea in his poata
"The ox unconscious panted at oy side."
It seeTie that Wiittier, once, posted himself on a steep hillside,
shaking a beg of »alt« His pet ox on seeing the salt rushed down the steep
hill, eould not fiton because of hia raoraentum, but saved his young master's
Xife by leaping over his head,
Vfhittier had a great fund of stories of the eupernatural that
were current in this neighborhood in hia youth, and one that had their
spacioue kitchen for its scene, he told with much impress iveness. It was
the story lyf hia Aunt Mercy
"The sweetest woman ever Fate
Perverse denied a household mate*"
It was out of the window in the kitchen that she saw the horse and rider
coming down the road, and recognised the young man to whcsn she was
betrothed, iiut when she opened the door to welcome her lover, found no
trace of horse or rider* After a few days she received word of his death
at t^o hour of her vision* "Whittier told such stories with an air of
Biore'than half belief in their truth, especially in his later years, when
he became interested in the research of scientists in the realm of
teiepAthy*"
Whitman Bennett) "Whittier •«> Bard of Freedom^) i-tiblisn«d by University
of Horth Carolinaj l^Alj pp* 18, 19, 20«
Samuel T. Pickardj "Whittier-Land") Published by Houghton, Mifflin and
Company, Cambridge, Mass.; 1904} pp« 22, !l$6*

*Gro«iil«af*8 laborious aJiare of field work and auoh chorea as
attending to cowe, horoea, oxen and aheop (the "Woawn folke" generally took
eh«wrge of toe poultry) overtaxed hia strength, because h« waa far lees
robust than Ma fiv«-<y«ars-youns»r brother, Mathew, It is nonsense to
asatsae that his father was any slave driver beyond the liMts of character*
iati6 Xs^nkee diligence » becaiise iihen he once understood that Greenleaf had
Injured himself, he was deliberately c<»i3iderate and probably blamed himself
too late. Only swatiiiental biographers have imgnifled into unfair burdens
the boy's share of the tasks on Uie fs.irly prosperous farm wiaich supplied
his fsmily with life's necessities in a good deal of abundance but K^ich
was still urid«r the mortgage put on it Isy his fatlxer and uncle vh.en they
bought out heirs*
As to Whlttior*3 difficulties in obtaining an education, his
father's opposition did not concern the useful "three R*s" —«• Beading,
'Ritlngjf and *Hlthoetic but had to do with *^mt the old Quaker
(Bharaoteristic&lly wgarded as superfluous learnii3g« Aldttier like all
other village ehildren acquired the fundamentals at the short and
Irregular terns of the local district scliool, taught by a series of youzig
masters* Moreover, his loother and Aunt Mercy were able to give more help
et horae than noet boys received*
The dittriet school which Whittier att^ded in East Haverhill,
lr)0teftd of belr^ worse tiian Bost se«as to have been better than average.
At least two sien of some distinction taught the poet tliero in his bcyhood
Qeorge Ileekell, fresh from Dartmouth, who attained a notable position
in after life both as physician and educator, and Joshua Coffin, also
22.

Dartmouth bred, hl0torlan and antiquarian of Newbury • In fact C3offlii was
tha Y«ry firet taachar in that district achool to have Gr^anleaf as a pupil
— when he wmt with hie oieter Mary and could only Join the alphabet
olasfs* After a lapse of several years, Coffin wao again teacher and
Whittier pupil! and Coffin nas the man destined to infltienee hia most just
as he mn entering hie teens*"
"Though the one room district school mn not th« right form of
education for any child. It was effective for Whittier, becauee he had the
chance to hear o<witinuously the recitations of more advanced pupils* In
those days m>body mistook education for p^y« Whlttier*8 rapid advance
during bis two self-earned terras at the Academy (high school) which he did
not enter until nineteen, and his Immediately successful editorial
employw9Tit thereafter, show that home and district school and natural
intelligence had combined to provide by no means inadequate elementary
,
trainin*;*
Whittier never traveled abroad or in far distant parte of hie
own United States because of several reasons j health, limited means,
and his regard for family ties. He followed world events with keim interest
and in his later years when he had leisure and means, he did not have to
go to the world be<»U8e the whole world had acquired the habit of c<Wfting
to him*
Whittier*9 earliest journey frcvm hone appears to have been to
attend a Quaker meeting in Salem some thirty milat awaiy but etill in Essex
County* Gradually he seems to have become familiar with the entire
district intervening between the two places and to have been fascinated by

th« witchcraft 9xiA folklore legends whidi abound there as no iriiere ©lee
In Aaierlca* This Interest led to the writing of hie very first book|
"The Legends of New England>* followed by the the "Supernaturali»a of Hoif
Hijgland,'* not oany y^ars later* Whlttler knew In partlailar all the folk-
lore of the neighboring old town of Hampton and used aariy loeal tmdltlons
In tale and poem* These Hampton legends of things beyond human understanding
are faiaJllar to the writer as storlec heard frora the llpe of natives in
his own boyhood*"'^
"The contour of K«z9pt<m Beach , finest sand beach on the short
New Hampshire shore extending frcro the Merrlneck on the south to the
Piscatamm on the north has in recent years been defaced and changed
by building a wooden across the mouth of the Hampton Rlver^ separating
Hemptcm frora Seabrook on the south.
In his boyhood Whlttier learned every foot of those eanda
while slaying yelloi^»legs with an old fashioned twelve guage double*
barrel shotgun which he could hardly raise to shooting position; he caught
perch frcffi the Rlvermouth Hocks at low tide; and once he nearly drowned by
trying to eroes the sandbari instead of following the winding ehannel
elose to the shore* At high tide, the river» at its mouth, used to be
about half a mile aoross» when the salt n^ursh was flooded, the appearance
was more like a bay than a harbor* Aceordlr^ to tradition j early elghteentli>
century local wreokersf vhote descendants are etlll alivej lured the vessel*
to destruction in this false harbor on stonay winter nights by lighting
1* Whitman Bennet} "Whlttier Bard of Freedom" j published the llni«»
vertity of Korth Carolinaj IpAlj pp* 21, 20, 25, 24, 25,
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false beacons on Hlvermotxth Rooks » thus Isading skippers to imagine they
were steering for safe anchorage at Portsmouth or Newburyport*
Hamptonf New Hampshire« is second only to Salem* MassaohusettSt
in its store of colonial folk-lore and Whittier used mai^ of its local
legends* Two of the nine poems in the tent concern the Hampton witch*
CkK>dy Cole* 1^0 died a natural death but as a precautionary measure was
buried with a stake throttgh her body to keep her down} however the people
of the totm restored to good standing by special oerwnony only two or thred
years ago* The two poems of "The Tent" group in which she appears are
"The Wreck at the Hivermouth", in which she predicts the disaster and is
believed to have brought it about by her oureen though she had no such
intentions and ""Hie Changeling" in which she is saved from jail by the
timely recovery of a 'mad' mother* The other seven poems in "The Tent"»
are narrative poems of Yankee-land i the most important being "The Wreck at
the Riveraouth" and "Abraham Davenport" ."^
The young poet was impressed by the tales of men married to
beautiful women, idio being evil demons resumed their natural form and
destroyed their husbands | so several of his posms centered arotmd this
"Christabel" theme* Another current story was about the witoh» Aunt Morse
1^0 returned from her grave to see that tho equire properly executed her
will.*
"The Whittier social background was respectable cmd above the
1* Whitman Bennet] "Whittier Bard of Freedom"} Published by C^iapel Hill»
University of Korth Carolina} 19^1} pp. 29^, 29^*
2, Albert Mordell} "Quaker Militant"} Published by Houghton, Mifflin
Company I Cambridge^ Maes*} 19^^l PP* 12, 1^*
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••rage of the locality U proved by recorded vieiti of the trRYeling
Quaker leaders who, from time to time, attended the Amesbury meeting near
by» which waa ** church" for the Whittier group*
The permanent directness of hie literary etyle, both in proee and
in verse, was not for lack of vocabulary or of phrase^coining power, nor
was it asstmied* It was a part of his perscxxality* In early days Whittier
learned that 'Uiis was his most potmit, instinctive method of speech, and
he had the wisdom never to outgrow it. He remained homespun as he remained
Quaker, from conviction and from a canny, cosmon sense appreciation of both
his strength and his limitaticmsa Whittier 's practical determination and
was imbued in him during his boyhood on a Yankee farm*"'*'
Tims Whittier 's background ccmsisted of a rugged, though
picturesque region idiere the people primarily led the sinple, but hardy
life of the farmer, whose livelihood depended almost entirely on their cropsl
their livestock, emd daily household chores* Religion mis another element
to which these early people adhered with devout and almost obstinate
devotion, and as a result the hl^ ideals of the "Bible" izapressed thsnt-*
selves deeply upon them eepeoially upon Whittier who seems to have led a
dixal life of fence and reality* The monotony of their daily life was
broken not only by the beauty of nature, but also by tiieir diversions, which
were mostly a combination of work and play com huskings which meant
breaking the ears from the stalks and stripping the husks | quilting psa»tiee|
playing games of blind-man's-bluffj and relating ancient legends and
1* Whitman Bennett; "Whittier — Bard of Freedom"! Published by Chapel Hill
University of North Carolina j 1941; pp* 2A, 25,
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•uperttltions about wltohea and ghosts » phantom ships and haunted housas,
faystorioua evanta that could not ba aoeountadi apisodaa on aassacras and
battlasp and traditions about Indians* Porltansi and Quakars*
Xt is notf tharaforsy surprising that Whittiar'a varied, rioh»
and fanciful background left indallibla imprints upon his mamoryu from
i^oli he later drew for his various subjects*
I
CHAPTER III*
THS IKFLOEKOS OF WHITTIER»S BACKOROOKD IN
HIS LIFE
"Althou^ Haverhill and Amoebury are two different towns, yet
they are very much alike* Since they were home and a part of l^llittier
they perhape represented to him as many things as home might represent
to anyone* AcUially It wasn't Haverhill or Amesbury that influenced
Whittier but "Home" iriiich gives birth to so many influencing factors
such as 9 Parents, social customs, religious beliefs, traditions,
economic stability or non^stability, dialect, ai^ legends*
Since Haverhill and Amesbury seem to resemble each other
geographically, historically, occupational ly, and socially I shall
consider both as one huge territory, in determining the influences of
both in the life of Whittier*
Whittier, being the son of Quaker parents, was undoubtedly
brought up imder stern laws and the simplicity of his Quaker's creed
has helped him to interpret the religious mood of a generation nHnich
has grown impatient of formal doctrine* AlthoLt^ his hymns are sung
by all Christians, it is unlikely that he will ever be reckoned one of
the world's poets* He was rustic, provincial, a typical man of
his time in America* It is doubtful if
I
European readers will ever find hlin richly suggestive, as
they have found Emerson, Poe, and VHiitman; hov;ever he had a
strong hold upon certain realities: first upon the soil of
New Sngland of whose history and legend he became such a
sympathetic interpreter; next upon *'the good old cause of
freedom", not only in his own country but in all places
where the battle of freedom was being ibught; and last but
not least upon certain human emotions such as the ecstatic
or awe inspiring and sometimes turbulent feelings by seeking
God or finding peace and serenity in the natural works of
O-ode His poetry reveals these aspects by its continuity of
human life, its unity, and the peace v/liich hushes its
discords,"^
The Haverhill farm house where '//hit tier was bom
and passed hl^j boyhood, survives vjith little cliange. The
rugs^ed region and unwilling soil suggest the hardship of a
subsistence wrung from such unpromising materia,!. The
isolation of the home, with no neighbors in sight, offered
small chance of companionship in week days, whatever the
silence of Friend's meetings on Sundays may have furnished.
The meagre supply of books in the household was insufficiait
for the famished mind.
These early conditions contrast vividly with those
1. Bliss Perry —"Hltittier Memoirs V/lth Autobiographical and
Other Poems" Published by Houghton, Mifflin Co., Boston
and New York. 1907. pp. 32, 33.
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of XiOiMll^ Whittler'a companion antl*8lav«ry poet, who, like Holmes,
and Longfellow, was cradled in ease and amid cultured surroundings,
•ntering upon the world's broad threshold with the advantage of an
Academic stamp* Perhaps to Whittier his great good fortune was to miss
these aooesaories* Who knows what loss might in his case hare offset
uoh gain* or what refinement of scholarship night have done to weaken
the vigor of his service to freedom?^
In his b^hood he toiled with hands} he rmid by the fireside)
he drew his formal education from the district sdiool and the town
aeadeoqr* His habits, his circumstances, and all his interests bound
him to the land and the life of the people • Whittier was country born
and country bred, a country man in edttoation and syrcpathles; a
Haverhill boy» and an Amesbury man, he never broke the slightest of
the ties that bound him to his family and his neighbors* His power
of expression was his own, but his life and his thoughts were as
theirs, and he thus became directly typical of his town and his
district, and indirectly typical of all the country folk, of race and
his nation, yiho lived the sa»e simple life, based on the old policy of
th» Furit&n ccamiunity* He was just a native writer, under the stimulus
only of his natural enviromient and of the great local or national
forces to whidi he and the mass of his fellows were subjected*"
1* Historical Society of Old Newbury — "Whittier Centenary," 190?
p« 12*

"Very fw of our famoua inritere have the haunts, homo, and
landnarks mentioned by th«EB preserved 00 well and made so easy of access*
The house vhere tfhittler was born and lived as a child and youth} the
home where he spent his naturer yearsi the house idiich was his stammer
home; and the home idierein he died when visiting friends all standing
within easy distances* The birthplaoe and the hc»ae are owned and
maintained 1^ the tfhittier Mmorial Association^ which o^kes them
models of lAiat such shrines should be.
The interior of the Haverhill farm»house shows "old rude->
furnished roomst'^ wirtere in one of these rooms the scenes of "Snow-Bound"
were laid on that iismorbal winter night of the poets boyhood* No
description or comment on this room would be complete without the
poets own lines
"We piled with care our nightly stack
Of woody against the chimney*baok^
The oaken log» green* huge> and thick,
(And on its top the stout bark-stick]
Tho knotty forestiok laid apart
And filled between with curious art
The ragged brush; then, hovering near.
We watched the first red blaze appear.
1* Tlios* D* Vfurphgr—"Sew England Highways 1 Byways" L# C« Page & Co*»
1924. pp* 187» 199$ 200*

Heard the sharp crackle, caught the gleam
On whltewag^.ed v/all and sagging beam.
Until the old, rude-furnished room.
Burst, flower-like into rosy bloom.
Shut in from all the v/orld without.
We sat on the clean-winged hearth about,
Content to let the north-7/ind roar
In baffled rage at pane and door,
While the red logs before us beat
The frost-line back with tropic heat,
And ever when a louder blast
Shook beam and rafter as It passed.
The merrier up its roaring draught
The great throat of the chimney laughed,"
The other rooms on the first floor are ranged
round the massive chimney, which Vas no less than five
fireplaces openin-g* into it# The "birthroora" adjoins the
kitchen—whose windows look out on the trees and shrubs
through \7hich glides the little brook to v;hich he makes
reference a number of times in his writings!
**The music of whose liquid lip
Had been to us companionship.
And in our lonely life had grown
To have an almost human tone."l
Between the years 1836 to 1892 the poet made his
home in Amesbury. It was here that Whit tier wrote his
greatest works. When he bought the house in 1836 it was a
small four-room cottage, but it was added to at different
1, Thos. D, Murpftiy, Op.Cit., pp. 201, 202 , 203.

times until it became the roomy house one sees today. So
v/ell ie the ancient atmosphere preserved that one almoat
feela, as if the poet will make an appearance beamin-^ a
cordial welcome on hig kind face. The **gardsn room is of
chief interest because it was here that " Snow -Bound , '*
"The Tent on the Beach," and "The Sternal aoodness," were
written. The "Eternal O-oodness," voices ?fhit tier's simple
creed and his unwavering faith in the oft-quoted verse,
"I know not where His islands lift
Their founded palms in air,
I only know I cannot drift beyond
Hi 3 love and care,"
In the parlor there is a crayon portrait of the
poet*s mother, who has such a remarkable resemblance to her
distinguished son. There is alio a portrait of Elizabeth
Whit tier, the beloved sister, whom he described in "Snow-
Bound"
—
"As one who held herself a pj?.rt
of all she saw and let her heart
against the household's bosom lean,
Upon the motley-braid ed mat*
Our youngest and our dearest sat.
Lifting her large, sweet, asking eyes,
No\Y bathed in the unfading green
And holy peace of Paradl=iej
Or, looking from some heavenly hill,
Or from the shade of saintly palms
Or silver beach of river calms, _
Do those large eyes behold me
1. Tho?. D. Murphy, Op.Git., pp. 188, 189 j 190, 19^.

I cannot feel thou art far^
Since near, at need the angels are;
And v/hen the sunset gates unbar,
Shall I not see thee waiting ntand,
' And, white again it the evening, star.
The welcome of thy beckoning hand?"
The Quaker chapel where i^Tiittier attended services
i^ not far from the home. V/hittier planned the alinple
chapel and naperint ended its building in 1851. He mde the
minister (who was alno a carpenter) hig foreman j wViich is
an example of a "canny" side to hi3 character of vihich he
gave ©vldence more than once. The interior of the church la
plain enough to satisfy the strictest of the sect.^
If environment acts ag a pov/erful agent in
developing the innate and characteristic genius which nature
has stamped upon each and every man of note then the environ-
ments of ^.Vhittier were most admirably fitted to make him
the child of nature. Cradled in a rustic glen somewhat
remote from any thickly settled center, he emerged as a man
with strong tendencies and having a hold upon certain
realities: first In his Interpretations of New lOngland life
second, his etronc^ and obstinate belief of freedom for every
man regardless of race; and third upon the mystery of the
human emotions when seeking God.
It would be difficult to find on the earth's
1. Thos. D. Murply, Op.Cit., np. 19^, 195.

gurface a concentration of more dlvsrsified industry than is
included in the small county of Essex, in Massachusetts. At
Lawrence, the great centre of cotton and woolen industries,
the Merrimac river, chan^jing its beauty into use, enters
into servitude and turns the busy mills wheels with its
gigantic power. From aioucester e.nd Marblehead and Swainpscott
the hardy fisherman go out to the Banks, v/hilr^ the hardy sea
exacts its yearly tribute of human life. In Lynn and Haver-
hill the modem shoe factory has made obsolete the ancient
shop and bench. B'rom Salem and Newburyport sailed, in the
days gone by, the merchant vessels that brought back the
wealth to build those rare mansions v/hich today suggest an
atmosphere of home and comfort, unequalled by the newer and
pretentious dwellings now in vogue.
Gotaraerce was honorable then, and to trade in the
East Indies was not considered unpatriotic, nor were merchants
a dangerous? class of men. Time has changed all that, but,
while the tides still flow and the wateiy pathway arcond the
globe continues open to all keels, the w?iarves of Essex county
exist chiefly as monuments of former greatness.
Out^de of the great towns the farmer still tills
the earth, onions yet find the soil of Marblehead congenial,
the salt marshes, those "low, green prairies of the sea,"
yield up their annual crop of salt hay, and a new Industry,
confined by nature to the "home market," brings every summer
its pleasure and rest-seeking crowd of vl si tors.

"So Whittler VB.B by birthright the poet of the farmer, the
fiehermany the ahoaaaker and the mechanics and shall say that he
was trained in a bad univereity for his vocation?^
The inspiration of the Scottish poet» whose volume came by
accident into his boyish handSf he has himself described, vlhen, in
the harvest tisie he "sought the maple's shadow" and sang with Burxui
the hours away*
•l matched with Scotland's
heathery hills
The sweetbriar and the cloverj
With Ayr and Doon» my
native rills
Their wood hymns chanting over***
«• 4W aM
Zt was a time not far rraioved from Indian warfare , and the
tales of the dusky people who had been driven froa their homes and
hunting grcyvanAn, were neighborhood thmme* To those were joinod the
stories of witoh^craft and supernatural occurrences, and tiie imagination
of Whittler repeopled the region and embalmed in verse their legends,
as Irving did in happiest prose the dutch tz^ditions of the Hudson*
Zt was a fortunate conjunction of personalities;! not more for
American poetry than for the anti-^slavery reform* Henceforth the one
was to be yoked in service to the other* The slave had found a
minstrel who would sing the story of
X* Historical Society of Old Newbury -* "liifhittier Centenary"
Published by News Publishing Co* I907* pp. 12* 1?*

his woe and outrage Into the goals Impervioug to ordinary
speech. The all-pervading and scemlnrrly impregnable systein
of oppression was soon to hear the bugle for its unconditional
surrend er.
"poetry v/ill not give him bread," said the practical
father. Truly not for long years to come. But the con-
sciousness of the gift opened the way for new ambitions and
stimulated the boys desire for education. He dropped the
farm work for the advantage of t'i^o brief seasons at the
village academy, sewing shoes and teaching school botween the
sessions, for his support. Thr; resources of the little town
soon failin- to satisfy his growing needs, he sought the
larger opportunities of the great city, and naturally found
his occupation in the congenial pursuits of journalism.
Even there his literary strivings must be subordino-ted to the
drudgery of newspaper work and the unpoetic advocacy of the
gospel of protection. His uninspired pen tuiYied off
editorials for the Boston Manufacturer, in behalf of the
Infant industries of the country, v/hich in his venerable age
he was destined to see still clamoring for the nurse's bottle.
.Singularly enough he never abated his faith in the system
whichj after sixty years of additional trial, had not
imparted sufficient strength for the infants to walk alone.
The magnet that drew him back to Haverhill wag
not the attraction of the fara, but the '* Essex G-arrette,**
which he edited for a few months, and then responded to a

eall from Hartford, to take charge of the "New England Weekly Review,"
4uring the temporary absence of its editor, the famoue Seorge D« Prentice*
*I could not have been more utterly astonished," he afterward wrote,
*lf I had been told -Umt X had been appointed prime minister to the
Khan of Tartary."
Mr* Garrison, whose admiration for ViTsittier and whose
unalterable belief In his sueceaa were outspoken, was evidently impatient
for the poet to Imrnees his ajuse to the chariot of refom* "Can we
not indtJiee him to devote hia brilliant genius more to the advancement
of our cause and kindred enterprises, and less to the creations of
romance and fancy, and the disturbing influences of political strife?"
he writes to friends In Haverhill. But the die was already csust, and
the year 1855* when this was written, was to mark the entire surrender
of Whittier*s life to the slave's cause* The decision wlb annotanced by
his treatise of ''Justice and Eb(pedienoy} on Slavery considered with
a view to its Rightful or Effectual Remedy, Abolition*"^
Whittier loved the Merrimack* He drsknk deeply of the
iaepiration It offered him, and in return for whet it gave him he
rendered it celebrated down to the last syllable of recorded time*"
1* Historical fociety of Old Hewbury — "V.'hittier Centemry"
1907* Publif«hed by the News Publishing Company in the raosth
of Feb* MCMVIH. pp, XA, 15, 16*

"How deeply h« r6gratt«4 tb« marring of ita pristine b«auty
and thte sacrifice of its poetry to modern industrial dssoands is voiced
in a few lines from "Hie SridaX of Pennacook:"
'0 Straaa of the Mcnantains if answer of thine
Could rise from thy waters to question of cdae,
Methinka through the din of thy thronged banks a moan
Of sorrow would swell for the days which have gone,
"i^ot for thee the dull jar of the loom and the wheel
«
Hie gliding of shuttles, the ringing of steel}
But that old voice of waters, of bird and oi' breese.
The dip of the wild-fowl, the rustling of trees.*
All the little lakes of this section are simply hollows dug
out by the raovin^^ ice, which filled up as the glacier turned into
ifater again* lake Kenoza* the most beautiful of theTD all, has such an
origin* The clear waters of the lake, together with zhe high drumlins
at its southern bank densely %rooded to their suos&int with dark-hued
ever^greens, coffer a tempting morsel even to the ariiet's pencil,
K«aiosa, toot was a cherished spot to ifaittier* iiere as a
'^barefoot boy," he lured the pickerel from his haunts to his fate, and
beneath the trees lining its shore he gathered the glossy orown nuts of
autumn->time»
The laws of the city now protect this lake from contamination,
and it will always be kept as ij^nittier loved*
All through his busy life Wlxittier sesms to have kept an
affectionate remembrance of the delights of his earlier years* He
often speaks of ^he halcyon, golden days of his boyhood*
«
"Cro^7di^s yearg In one brief raoon,
When all things I heard or» saw,
Me, their roaster, v/alted for."
Oftentimes there is felt an undertone of regret thiat these
days have all passed by never to return,
"O for boyhood's painless play^
Sleep that wakes in laashinr, ds-y,
Health that inocks tlie doctor's rules,
Knov/ledge never learned of schools*.
Whittler's work is fairly crowded with little
pictures of rural life that come easil^r horne to each one of
us who has been so fortunate as to pass his youth amid
country scenes in close contact v/ith "old mother nature.
Whit tier was a dreamf^r, H e J as a boy, was always
glad when it came his turn to stay at home from "First Da^/*
services at Am.esbury, so that he could wander away to the
summit of some near-by hill, and there reclininrj; in the
shade of a towerin(^ forest tree, spend the hours in quiet
thoUi':;ht» Nothing was more delightful to him tlian to lie
beside the little brook runnln-?- past the old homestead and
listen to Its musical ripple* TJIany an allusion has he made
to thi(3 stream r.o dear to his boyhood,
**Iiaacched the brook for my delight
Tlirough the day and through the night,
ISfhisperin-s at the garden wall, .
Talked with me from fall to fall,"-'-
1, Martin ^-"J. Hoyt--" Rambles in '"/hittierland*' Published by
the Granite State Publishing Company. 1912, pp. 10, 11,
IB, 19, 20, 22,

"Vflilttlor, th© barefooted farmer's lad idio milked cowa and
hoed potatoes, who until he grew up had lived on a lonely fans, Whittier
the "peaoant" used the language he had always heard and spoken, a pure
English speech wi^ a few dialectic peculiarities. Whittier, a rustic
himeelf and writing for rustics in the usual literary forms, was read
widely by then, emd became a power throughout the North* But, strsiige
paradox again, Whittier 's literary verses, though more effective, were
less lasting, and Lowell's rustic verses have passed into literature,
even. if he had adopted the artificial rustic form.
His life was one of lonliness and retirement a necessary
consequence of his Quaker onotional inheritances, his boyhood's
surroundings, his native diffidence and, added to these, the anbittering
influences of an early disappointment in love* Yet out of this singular
combination sprang his fine poetic power* Could he have been free to
indulge his muse, he might have eventually developed into the most
potent master of lyric verse the world has ever seen, but the anti«>
slavery cause, tc which he devoted time, effort and means unsparingly,
absorbed the most valuable part of his existence, and poetry has had
to endure the loss*
Finally the long and wearying anticslavery struggle ended, and
Whittier «aerged frora the contest triumphant, but overworked and tired*
wrote t want mental rest* I have lived a long life, if thought
and action constitute it.

I have crowded into a few years what should have been given
to many,"
After the conflict comes rest, and now, while yet
in the eummer of lif e^ he found hiinaelf free to turn back to
hig boylgh ideals, to achieve in inaturer years what he had
aspired to and striven after in younger days.
Bom and reared in the sylvan solitude of this
obscure inland valley, he seems to have been destined by
nature to become the poet of the people, the heart and the
home, and a better spot to fulfill this purpose could not
have been selected than Haverhill and Amesbury.-^
1. Martin W, Hoyt—"Rambles in vmittierland" Published by
the Granite State Publishing Co. 1912. pp. 36, 37.

"HaverhilXi Merrlmac* Araesbury* and Salisbury are each on
the three*tBiXe-wide ribbcm of land stretching to the sea, on the left
bank of the river* On the opposite bank are Bradford, Groveland,
Kewbury, and Newburyport* The ithole region on both sides of the river
abounds in beautifully rounded hills formed of glacial deposits of
clay araJ gravel, and they are fertile to their tops* In the early days
these hills vere crowned with growths of oak and pine, and some still
retain these adoriaaents* The roofs and spires of prosperous cities
and villages are seen here and there saong their shade trees, and give
a hUBttui interest to the lovely landscape* It is not surprising that
Whittier found inspiration for the beautiful descriptive passages
which occur in every poem idiich has this river for thene or illustration.
stream of ny fathers! sweetly still
The sunset rays thy valley fillj
Poured slantwise down the long defile.
Wave, wood, and spire beneath thsra smile*
The city has many places of interest in connection with the
poet's early life, referred to in his poems. The Acadany for i^ich he
wrote the ode sung at its dedication in 1827, when he was a
3iad of nineteen, and before he had
I. Saisuel T. Plckard— "Whittier-Land" Published by Houghton, Mifflin
and CompaxiQr, Boston and New York, 1904« pp. 1, 2, ^, 4, 3> 6*

other than district school training Ig little changed
although It 1<3 no?/ used for the officeg of the various school
department heads,
Haverhill, although but three miles wide is ten
miles long, and Includes many a fertile farm out of sight of
city spires, and out of sound of city itreet^. As Whittier
says In the poem "Haverhill:"
—
"And far and wide it stretches still.
Along its southward sloping hill,
And overlooks on either hand
A rich rich and many-watered land.
And Nature holds with narrowing space.
From mart and crowd, her old-time grace,
Ana guards with fondly jealous arras
The wild growths of outlyln'- farms.
Her sunsets on Kenoza fall,
Her autumn leaves by Galton stall
No lavished gold can richer make
Her opulence of hill and lake," ^
Thomas Whittier, the pioneer, did not happen upon
this valley upon his first arrival from England, 1638. In-
deed, at that time the settlements had not reached into this
primeval wilderness. He settled first In that part of
Salisbury which is novi named Amesbury, and while a very
young man represented that town in the G-eneral Court, Tlie
Whittier Hill which overlooks the poet's Amesbury home was
named for the pioneer, and not for his great-great-grandson.
1, Samuel T, Plckard, Op.Clt,, pp, 6^ 7j 8,

It is to this day called by Aniegbury people ViTIiltcher Hill
—
as that appears to have been the pronunciation of the name
in the olden time. Ag a town official he had occasion to
lay out a highway towards Haverhill. He came upon a location
that pleased his fancy, and in 164?, at the age of twenty-
seven, he returned to the northern side of the river and
built a los house on the left bank of Country Brook, about a
mile from the location he selected in 1688 for his permanent
residence. He lived forty-one years in this log house, and
here raised a family of ten children, five of than stalwart
boys, each over six fe^t in height. He was sixty-eight years
old when he undertook to build the house now the shrine
visited yearly by thousands. In raising its massive oaken
frame he needed little help outside his own family.
It was in I698, ten years after this house was
built, that the Indians in a foray upon Haverhill burned many
houses and killed or captured forty persons, including the
heroic Hannah Dustin, in whom they caught a true tartar.
Her statue with uplifted tomahawk stands in front of the City
Hall, It is possible that on her return to Haveriiill she
brought her ten Indian scalps into the kitchen of this house.
Nearly all the early letters and poems of ?/hittier,
written before he gave up every selfish ambition and devoted
his life to philanthropic work, show how great was the change
3.3amuel J. Pickard--"Whittier-Land" Published by Houghton,
Mifflin and Company, Boiton and New York, p. 14.

that came over his spirit when about twenty-five years of
age. Before t^^at time he ima^^ined that the world wag treating
him harshly,, and he was bracing hiraaelf for a contest with it,
with a feeling that he was surrounded by enemies. His tone
wag almost pegsiraistic. After the change referred to, lie
habitually saw friends on every side, gave up selfish
ambitions, and a cheerful optimism pervaded his outlook upon
life. The following extract from a letter v/rltten in
April, 1831, while editing the "New England Review," to a
literary lady in New Haven, is in tlie prevailing tone of
what he wrote in the earlier period: —
"Disappointment, in a thousand ways hag gone over
my heart, and left it dust. Yet I still look forward with
high anticipations, I have placed the goal of my ambitions
high—but v/ith the blessing of G-od it shall be reached. The
world at lagt breathed into my bosom a portion of its own
bitterness, and now I feel ag If I would wrestle manfully
in the strife of men. If my life is spared tlie world shall
know me in a loftier capacity than 'as a writer of ryhmes*.
There—is not that boasting?—But I have said it with a
swelling heart, and I shall r5trive to realize it,"
Prom the birthplace to the Amesbury home is a
distance of nine miles, Midway is the village of Kerrimac,
formerly known as West Amesbury, It wag at Birchy meadow
In this vicinity that Whittier taught his firgt and only

tenn of district gchool, in the v/inter of 1827-28, The road
is at considef^able distance from the Merrlmac River^ and
at several points it gurmounts hills vihich afford fine views
of the wide and fertile river valley, with occasional
glimpaeg of the river itgelf. At Pond Hills near the village
of Amesbury, the landscape presented to view is one of the
widest and loveliest in all this region. Every part of this
valley has been commemorated in 'Wittier' 3 writings, prose
and verse.
Under the sycamore trees, in front of the Salton-
stall mansion which is novi occupied by the Haverhill HistorioajL
Society, Washington "drew rein," and Whit tier repeats the
legend that he said:
"l have seen no prospect fairer
In this goodly Eastern land."
In the followin-; lines 'Vhittier tells in brief
the whole story of his life, from his early dreaming by the
brookside and the hearthstone, to the waking of his political
ambitions, and later to his earnest strife to bring up the
world "to higher levels":
A RETROSPECT
visions of my boyhood I shades of rhymes I
Vain dreams and lonc^ings of my early time si
The work of intervals, a ploughboy's lore,
Oft conned by hearthlight v/hen day's toil was o*er;
Or when through roof-craoks could at night behold
Bright stars in circles with patterns of gold|
Or stretched at noon while oaken brands 3 cast
A restful s^iade, where rippling waters passed;
The ox unconscious panted at Dy side.
The good dog fondly his young master eyed.

48..
And the boughs above the forest bird
Alone rude snatches of the roeasire heard;
The measure that had sounded to me lonf^,
And vain I sought to weave It in a song.
Or trace it, when the world's enchantment first
To longing eye, as kindlin-r dawn's light burst.
Then flattery's voice, in woman's gentlest tone.
Woke thoughts and feelings heretofore unknown,
And homes of wealth and beauty, wit and mirth.
By taste refined, by eloquence and YJorth,
Taught and diffused the intellect's high joy,
And gladly welcomed e'en a rustic boy;
Or when ambition's lip of flame and fear
Burned like the tempter's to my listening ear,
And a proud spirit hidden deep and long.
Rose up for strife, stem, resolute, and strong,
Eager for toil, and proudly looking up
To higher levels for the world, with hope. '•
1. Samuel T. Pickard-^'^Thittier- Land" Published by
Houghton J Mifflin and Company, Bo-ton and New York, 1904.
pp. 40, 42, 43, 44, 46, 35.

The village of Amesbury enjoyed a sense of
proprletorfshlp In Whittler which It never lost. He did not
give up the old house, coneecrated by memoriee of hla mother
and slater, but returned to it oftener and oftener in his
last years, and he hoped that he might spend his last days
on earth where his mother and sister died. The feeling of
the people of Amesbiry wag expressed in a poem written by a
.
neighbor, and published in the village paper, under the
title of "Ours," some stanzas of which are quoted below:
"l vsay it softly to myself,
I whisper to the swayin-; flowers,
When he goes by, ring all your bells
Of perfume, iln.^, for he is ours.
'*! know above our simple spheres
His fame has flown, his gaiius tov/ers;
These are for glory and the world.
But he himself is only ours." 1
With all his charity for other sects, Mr. Whittier
held firmly to the faith in which he was educated. He did
not like to see the Friends adopting the evangelizing
methods of other denominations. He didn't object to the
lively music and spirited exhortation of t^ie other sects, but
he thought that the Quakers made a "spiritual chowder" of
It vjhm they, who as a class had no ear for music and few of
the graces of oratory, undertook to imitate the methods of
sects in which music and elocution are carefully studied,
1. Samuel T. Pickard—"Whittier-Land" Published by Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Boston and New York. pp. 79, 80.

and the meetings of which are considered a failure If all the
time is not "occupied," He loved best the old -fashioned
Quaker meeting g in which the silence was not broken unless
some weighty word pressed for utterance.
When reference was made to t'le Quaker mlGuoe of
English grammar, Mr. Whlttler wuld say that It had been the
manner of speech of his people for two centuries, and he
oluns t,o It vdth exceptional fondness because it v/as his
mother's language. He was accustomed to say that the "Q,uaker
costume had its use in keeping Friends from indulging In the
frivolities of the world's people. He was never in a theater
or circus in his life. He bore his testimonies to the
peculiarities of his sect on all occasions."^
The skill and sagacity Mr, Whlttler had shown in his
editorial work upon political journals, in managing conven-
tions, and In Influencing legislation, together v/ith the
earnestness of his advocacy of the reforms then demanding
attention, gave him prominence among the men who decided upon
the necessity of a third party, ^ince neither of ihe great
national parties dared grapple with the Issues presented by
the aroused conscience of the nation.
Between the years 1337, and 1847, a large number
of Mr. '/»hlttier's best poems, and several prose sketcies, viere
!• Samuel T, Plckar4'*.-"Llfe and Letters of John G, vmittier.
Vol, I, Published by Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1894,
Boston and New York, pp. 281, 282.

Bent by him to the "Democratic Review," published In
Waahlnston, It wag to this magazine that for thin decade he
sent nearly all his poems that did not directly touch upon
the question of slavery, and <?ome nroae gketche5^# It v/ag a
partisan magazine, v/ith a large proportion of it 3 circulation
at the South, but Vi/hlttier made himself a mo^t welcome con-
tributor, thour':^h many a stanza expreaaed quite plainly hlg
abhorencG of slavery.
It la seldom that the world ha a seen auch an
example of the poetic and devotional temperment, combined
v/ith preeminent political gagacity and busineaa judgment; as
in the cage of Whittier. He wag a gafe counselor for every
emergency. The anti -slavery movement needed such a balance
wheel as he proved to be. He could work without quarreling
with any one who v/as earnestly seekln?^ to benefit the race.
When he came to the parting of the roads, and could not
walk with one with whom he had been in general agreement,
he took his own way quietly, bidding his companion "rOd. speed.
In every church and in every political party he found men
he loved, and he did notlAslgt upon their agreement viith his-
opinions on any sub.l ect as a condition of friendship. He
looked for the best points in the characters of all with
whom he came in contact, and without being blind to their
1* Samuel T, Pickard--"Llfe and Letters of John (J, \¥hittier,
Vol, I, Published by Houghton, Mifflin & Co,, i3oston
and New York, 1894. pp. 282, 296.

fallings made the mo it of their fairest side. Po:^itive in
his ov/n convictions. 5 he had the widest charity for every
honest difference of opinion he encountered. But he had no
patience vrith insincerity and heartlessness in any form*
With all the indignation of the Hebrew prophetSj as one has
well said of him, he never lo^t sight of that love of God
and love of man which tempera even the hatred of evil."^
1. Samuel T. Pickard--"Li fe and Letters of John G. v/hittler*'
v'ol* I. Published by Houf^htonj Mifflin, and Company,
Houston and New York, p« 358.

•Slnoo «» know that Wiltti«r was bom on a hilly, rocky »«w
England farm, wh«re the struggle for daily bread wa@ hard, and where there
was little to cultivate the inagination or encourage his attempte at poetic
•kill, he »tiH indulged in his dreame, and was often so absorbed in his
fancies, that he would stop in the furrow and lean upon hie hoe, forgetful
of all around hla until his father, "a prompt, decisive man," would call out,
"That's enough for stand, now, John," During all this time Nature, or his
environment was storing his mind with a wealth of material, from which he
has since drawn with lavish hand, that he might bestow it upon those idiose
souls are, perhaps, less keen to note her wonderful hanaoniee»"
"Mean^ile this fare life seemed dull to the boy, "poseesaed of
the sore disquiet of a restless brain," and he began early to write the
"rhymes" (he always spoke of his poems as "i^y rhymes") which have since giveii
so much pleasure to the world* But tdien he espoused the cause of human freej*
dom, and entered the despised ranks of the Abolitionists, it was not easy to
find a publisher for his poems,
Whlttier early learned, in a severe school, what self-sacrifice
meant<<^how grwit a sacrifice let any one with "the scholar's heart aflame,"
imagine* He was an active partaker in the struggles of his country; wi^
him duty was oaBsgaanding, and he always kept before him and acted upon the
idea that
"Beyond the poet's sweet drean lives
The eternal epic of the man*"
When he ims about twenty-one he made his first visit to Boston
which mis an occasion of si^icient importance for him to make a change in
his dress*
It was at this time that he became the owner and purchaser of a
book of his own selection, a copy of Shakespeare* Previous to this a stray
cofy of Bums had tau^t him to detect "the beautiful in the cannon," and
made him feel it possible to write the songs that have since shown "throu^

all faraillar things, the romance unci erlyinr, One of his
earliest publications wag " Legends of New England," legends
which he tells ua his mother taught her child ren,--
"v/hile she turned her wheel.
Or run the new knit stocking heel,
Reoallin??, in her fitting phrase,
So rich and picturesque and free,
The common unrhyTned po?try
Of giinple life and country wayg.
The story of her early days,"
Mr. ''fhittier' 3 attachment to his ovm sect
—
"Our Folks," as he always called the Friends—was strong,
and he disapproved of any change in their habits or in their
methods of worship,-'-
He was sensitive to every chan^je of temperature,
and seemed to be constantly lon'dns for the summer air, the
bloomin-r, flowers, and the singing birds* He suffered in
the cold, bleak winds of New England, and often said, "it
must be confessed we have a hard climate. I alvmys wish the
Pilgrims had drifted down to Virginia." But his love for
Massachusetts and for Essex County was greater than his
dislike of the long winters and rour?;h gales. The sunniest
climes and the richest landscapes could not win him from hi a
loyalty to his home, for he foun^ every charm of beauty and
grandeur in its rugged scenes. The Merrimac was more to him
than the Rhine, and Chocorua and Mount WaaVdngton more than
1. Mary B. Claflin- -"Personal Recollections of J.G-.Taittier"
Published by Thomas Y. Crow ell Ft Co., 1893. Bo^iton and
New York. pp. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15.
t
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the jsplendora of the Junf^frau and the liSitterhorn, Not the
Bay of Naples nor the Bo3phora3 could rival in his affections
the North Shore, anrl the expanse of farm-orested waters about
the Isles of Shoaln*
Mr« 'JThittier Tja-j a many-sidod man and could adapt
himself to any condition of mind. He had great ^varrnth of
affection for hi^ friends; tenderness to the erring, and
capacity for suffering with others, ?/ere marked traits in
his character,—but he had always faith in ultimate "iood for
all. He said, "Surely G-od would not permit hia child rei to
suffer if it were not to work out for them the htj^hest ^ood.
For G-od never does, nor suffers to be done, but that which
we would do if vje could see the end of all events as well
as He* The little circumstance of death "aIII make no
difference with me: I shall have the same friends In that
other world tbat I have here; t!ie same loves and aspirations
and occupations. If It were not so, I should not be myself,
and surely I shall not lose my Identity. God*s love is so
infinitely greater than mine that I cannot fear for his
children, and when I long to help some poor, sufferinr^,,
errlnrr fellov/—creature, I am consoled with the thoun;ht
thsLt his great heart of love is more moved than mine can be,
and so I rest in peace." This is in keeping, with his
beautiful lines in "The Eternal Goodness."

"I know not where His inland g lift
Their frond ed palms in air;
I only Imow I cannot drift
Beyond His love and care."-^
Quaker ag he wa??, and f^oitle and graceful as were
his early poems, "his martial lyrics liad something of the
energy of a priinitive bard urging on the hosts to battle,"
The "silent, shy, peace-loving man became a fiery
partisan," and held his intrepid way against the public
frown,
—
"The ban of Church and State,
The fierce mob's hounding down,"
His poetry was as genuine, as his wrath was
terrific, and many a political time-server, who was proof
against G-arri son's hottest denunciations, and Philips 'a
rao3t stinging invectives, quailed before Whittier's smiting
rhymes. Yet strange to say, the opprobium and abuse which
covered them did not fall on him. The reason for this may
be that in order to point a qtory, or round a period, he
never allowed himself to swerve from the truth; and the
pityin^^ scorn which he sometimes used fell upon the head
of the wrong-doer from no personal motive, but from hi
3
Intense hatred of inju -tice and wrong. Such was the poem
"ichabod," with its burninf^ denunciation and lofty contempt
written after Webster's 7th of March speech (1850),
I.Mary 3. Claflin--" Personal Recollections of John Tnittie
Published by Thomas Y. Grov/ell Co. Bo^^ton and Now York.
1893. pp. 21, 22.
r
But his ©com was such ag an angel might have used.
Hl3 unfailing charity and aweetneaa of spirit were shown in
a remark he made not long after writins^ the poem: "l could
wish 'Ichabod* were unwritten, except that is a ntatter of
history/^
Mr, T/hittier v/as a keen observer of all public
affalrg, and. the tru'^ted adviser of many of the most eminent
men of the old Bay State, He seemed to have prophetic
vision, and was one of the most aa.gaciou'"! counsellors in the
State, which warj then famous for its able men. How clear and
far-seeing was his .judgment may be seen from the fact t'-iat
he was the first to suggest to our great statesman, Charles
Sunaner, that he should allov/ hi a name to be used in the
choice for senator, and with him, as the years went by,
Mr, Sumner often discussed the important Issues before the
country. He followed, with keen interest and discriminating
insight, the action of Congress, and no smallest question
escaped his close investigation. His inatlnct was unerring,
and his political friends constantly souglib his advice and
couns el
,
V/hen the terrible years of the war came, an3 the
days were dark and the hearts of the bravest grew faint with
weary walttn.f^, ho, who had so often reminded that no com-
!• IJ[ar-y B, Claflin—"Personal Recolloctions of John G-,
Whlttier" Published by Thomas Y. Crowell ^ Co,, Boston
and New York. 1893, pp. 42, A3, 44.

promise with, gin could be tolerated, stood ready to infuse
new life into drooping soula; and as each crisis drew near,
3ome poem, or open letter, from Whittier ^touM arouse the
people from despair, and assure them of triumph in the end;
and when the end came, in the midst of universal rejoicing,
no voice rang out inore joyously than his, and none was more
quick to counsol forgetfulnes^ of the strife in the new
birth of the nation
Whlttier waq born inbo love of ri^ht and freedom
and the atmoaphere of his home fostered this.
Even in speaking the words, "My mother,** his very
tone changed to loving r^^verence. Ho doubt he ov/cd rauch to
her in the help and inspiration .vhich great men so often owe
to their mothers* Yet it was for what she embodied in her-
self, even Tuore than what she was to him, that he reverenced
her. She was a stron :, high-souled woman, thoughtful and
full of the ability and resources which the trainings of
the Friends develops so renarkably in their woman • None of
the broad questions which ihterested her son were too great
for her. On the contrary, the life of devotion to the
freedom of the slave which Whittier and his sister Elizabeth
lived, had been bom with them and preached into their ears
and laid upon their hearts from their childhood. It was not
!• llar^y 13. Claflin~-"Personal Recollccti on^ of John
Whittier" Published by Thomas Y. Cro'/^ell k Co. Bog ton
and New York, 1893 • pp. 4?, 48.

S3r3» Wliittior v/ho followed their lead for companionship
with them; it wag they v/ho took up the service to which she
deaired and prayed to ;iave thGtn congccrated.
To read the pergonal poems of Whittier is to be
ushered into a company of oxalted spirits. When a tried
comrade fell, it was the cuatom of too antl-slavery orators
to pronoimce the funeral tribute, and often for iThittier to
embalm his Bemory in verse.
**It takes f^rea-tnes^i to see greatness," said
Theodore Parker, and surely it requires reformers to under-
stand the utterances of reform*
The scholarly critics will record their verdicts:
point out in proper phrase the defects and v/eigh the
beauties of expression, and think with tlieir polished rules
to measure this man's greatness and fix his place in litera-
ture. But the unlettered men and v/omen, to whom no
college doors swunj; open, who confess an ignorance of
literary art, and know only the nifjioed school of toil and
sacrifice in the service of unpopular reform, vdll have a
truer insight and better indicate the enduring quality of
V/hittier.^
1« Prances C« Sparhawk—**Whittier at Close Range" Published
in Boston, The Riverdale Press, Brookline, 1925* p« ^+1.
2, Historical Society of Old Newbury--" John a, Whittier
Centenary" 1907* Published by News Publi^min^, Oo* for
the Historical Society of Old Newbury in February,
MCMVIII, pp. 31, 32,

In 1890, when Haverhill^ hi 3 natiTs toi.7n, was to
celebrate its tvfo hundred and fiftieth annii'-ersar^, ?rnittier
tfa3 called upon for a poem, rie v/rotc to hla friend j Gol, F :
•*! find I cannot write a hynm or anything; to b3
aung, but T shall have a -poem of perhaps one hundred lineg.
I ai2 afraid it v/ill not amount to much, but it \'7ill show my
good vjill at leaat. If needed, I cm have it ready by the
middle of the month." '
Later^ he v;rote: **I send the verses for the
celebration. I wlgh the coinniitteG in charge noxxW print it
and 3end me t'.70 copies of the proof, as I may "avc to make
some alight changes be-^ore it is ready for final printinc*
Ai5 I cannot read It inygelf, I nxx-^t request that Pr'O feasor
Churchill of Andover raay do it if ho i ? not engaged otherv;ise..
H9 is a Good reader and good readers are very rare. I want
It 30 well read that its faults and failings shall be for-
gotten in the fine elocution of the Professor.^'^
If the v;orth of a life may be estimated by the
nurr.ber of lives uplifted and inspired, Mr. Taittler'a measure
will exceed that of rao^.t inen of this or any other century.
"He has given us the poetry of human brotherhood and huioan
purity* He lias given us a Christlike exajaple. iio has sung
to us of faith in ^^-od and immortality.
1. Frances G. aiparhawl:—"'iVhittier at Close Range" Published
in Bo iton. Th^ Riverdalo Px^ess, Brookline. 1925- p. 120.

The beautiful life finished its earthly course on
a perfect summer's mornim, and he entered the life for \viiich
he longed. His last v/ords were characteristic. He was
breathing out his life; his eyes were closed, and his friends
stood around the bed about which had clustered so much loving
interest, waiting and watching for the last look, or the last
word, when he opened those eyes which had often seemed to
look into the mysteries of eternity, and said, with labored
breaths
"My — love — to — the — world,"
This was the last message from the great heart that
had served the world so faithfully, and to whom, if love is
the chief charm of heaven, the circumstance of death will
make little difference,
"No gate of pearl, no branch of palm I merit.
Nor street of shining gold
—
-JV 45-
Sorae humble door araonr; thy many mansions.
Some sheltering shade where sin and strivinr^ cease.
And flov/s forever through heaven's green expansions
The river of thy peace.
There, from the mu^ic round about me stealing,
I fain would learn the new anc! holy nong.
And find at last, beneath thy trees of healing,
The life for which I lon--,^!
1, Mary B. Cla flin--" Personal Recollections of John
^^ittier" Published by Thomas Y, Crow ell & Co. Boston
and New York. 1893. pp. 92, 93, 9A, 95.

CCMOWJSIOH
Ani In etmelsdlng It moat he imd^rotood that although *mm
Engl&nd In tbo ninot&«ixbh eenttary produced no Wordswortht Coler^dgo, Oyront
Sh«ll^i S«at0t Hob9rt Broimingy or Francis Thompsos^ it did psroduoe
•omathii^ whiohj though less eajpert, it of great imporfcanco something
genuinei imaffeGted* exceedingly quotable and inapiring sosnethiic^ in
ygtiieh oharaoteristioalXy forthright phrase make big thoughts sesm simple
instead of staking little thoughts appear mighty« This very simplicity of
Speech is 80 translucent as to seera colorless \jntil the words are
scrutinized and the phrates exsmined* Our youthful literattire expressed
itself in the purest English idiom of modem times « clothing basic truths
«
Siitirely worthy of mature reflection} in langua^^e understandable by the
youisig in so far as inraaturity can i^preclate the thing it has not
experienced in fact or sympathy* Sudi sini|>licity is not trivial or trite*
One cannot study Whittier without reference to poema which seem commonplace
from fttniliarityi for, second only to Longfellow^ the oonscioun phrase-maker
Vhittieri the tmccnaseious phra8e->maker« is by a very wide margin the most
quoted Asiorican poet* fhe number of Whittierisms that have passed unlabled
into the oozamon speech is astonishing*'^
"Whittier, through his self-denial and anti-slavery activities*
exerted on American history an influence so great that in all the field
of English poetical writing it is difficult to find comparable instance*
I* Whitman Bennett "Wblttier - Bard of Freedom* i Ciiapel Rill, The
University of Horth Carolina Press | 1941 i pp* 4, 5*
•
•

"John Qr««nX«ftf Whlttl©r, th» po^t, wae the •«oond of fooi*
<^lldr«n In the fifth generation of a race of igoroue and respectable but
otherwiee undistinguished M«»sach»eette farmers* Plrst «r «hittl«r*«
dlreet paternal anoestors to arrive In Amerloa was Thoraas, bom In England
^9 year the Pilgrims landed at Plyoouth* In I658 he came to New England
ind isttled at Salisbury^ Massaohusetts* on land now within the township
of Aaesbury, establlahlng hlaself at the very outset not an the exact
location of the "hooestead" but within the limits of what is now the
Whlttler country* From Salisbury* Thcmajt moved to Newbury and from there
to the East Parish of Haverhill^ which became his permanent home in 1647»
even years after the founding of the town* He married Buth Green and
begot ten children* In 1668 he built the homestead and in 1696 he died*
iToseph the youngest son of Thoeroas was born In I6691 am'ried Mary Peaslee
In 169^1 bought the homestead property from the other heirs j and died in
tT39$ leaving nine children* Joseph l|« youngest child of Joseph Z« was
bom in 17169 married Sarah Qreenleaf In 17!^» snd begot eleven ehildren>
of whom only six survived to maturity and only three married* He died
In 17l^» & century after the death of Founder 'Fhcsmas* John (father of the
poet) was the youngest son of Joseph IZ to marry* fie was bom in I76O and
feaained on the Haverhill farm in partnership with a younger unmarried
!^rother» Moses* John and Moses paid the other heirs $1»700 for complete
possession. John married Abigail Hussey in ld04, when he was forty-four
and she was only twenty-one. John and Abigail had four childrent Mary,
#oha Greenleaf (the poet)» Mathew» Pranklini and Ellasabeth Hussey* John
Whlttler died in I850.
4*
Qrmnlwf the po«t» was bom on Ddcamb^r X7» smd died In
2692« Mftry» th« oXdost and Mathw, the youngest boy wre the only ones
in the famlXy of John \5fhittler nho married* Greenleaf and Elizabeth never
married*
Elleabet!i wae his eloeest oo>fns>anion« the active head of hia houses
h&lAt *nd hie aoet trusted critic*
'ShB poet's asother to wham he i»&e so attacbed lived until 1857
»
iuarviving her husband by twenty-seven yeara* Bmt youn^r spinster sister
»
lillr«gr E» Hnssey the poetU *'Aunt Mercy" a lovable character and
'^uroufhout BJatwre life a charter member of the Whittier household predeceassd
h»r by eleven years*
After the death of his tmcle in 1624 and his fttther in ISJOt
iniittier» who had alre«idy begun editorial workj, decided tc sell his home-
•iead» because of his literary tastes and health* Aftor selling the f&rm
hi rtiuveoted in e little ono-etory cottage opposito tht: 'Jueker neetlng
TxtsnxBti in Ameebury* Some years later he built a second story y but it
always remained a plain structuref and it was in this home that Whittier
•1
did most of his literary work*"
Althougri Whittier foviiA opposition trm hiB father^ in his
literary efforts* his mother and sister did their utmost to encourage it$
and perhaps as a result of their encourasement and his perserverance plus
of course his poetic spirit he was scon recognissed not only as a rustic
I* Whitiaen Bennett — "IVhittier • Bard of Freedom"; published by ©lapol Hil [
Oaiversity of North Carolina} Ip^lj pp* k, 5, 7, 8, 9$ 27*
Albert Mordell ^ "Quaker Militant" 1 published by Houghton Miflin
Compajngri Caabrldge, Massf 195?J PP* 15i 17«
IC
*
|^o«t but aa a political writer advocating the anti«^8lav«ry moTr«aent«
*Aa a child Whitti«r was not a ganiue* Ha aoems to have ecaae
Ability for ryming, which he utilized in his early youth by writing
thoueands of stansae* either because he felt in the moodf could use thca
in papers he was editing^ or because they brought him a certain distinction*
Ifiien he beearae a regular contributor to newspapers » his father decided to
take Garrison* s advice and pemit his son to go to the acadeoiyi but an
obstacle loomed forth^ his circumstances were moderate and he could not
afford to pay his soxi^s tuiticm and board* Since Whittier received no pay«>
ment as yet* for his poems t he turned to shoemaking and later to teaching
in the district school at Birch Meadow« about four miles from his father *s
hcmej doing all this to cover his expermes at the academy where he waa
honored as the local poet a request to write an ode for the
dedication to take place April ^« 1827*
While his early poems showed opposition to militariaraiy he was
also developing the poetical creed that one of the duties of the poet ima
to record the legends of his own soil instead (Kf going to other places for
inspiration* He thus became the first American exponent of regionalism in
literature} and his early poetry portrayed not only the beautiful and rustici
scenery of his two towns Haverhill and Amesbury^ but also the legends*
cu8tGBS»| traditions y homes* religion* and people*"
"Although suffering from nervous indispositioni he began to think
of his future* especially after being twice rejected because of hie poverty
by girls whom he loved* These rejections awakened in him a deep sense of
the importance of material possessions* His writing brought him glory but
.no financial payment^ so he thought of working for reward and not fame*
•i
I
I
He kzunr that th9 polltloal reputation he had acquired ae «»ditor
iras more powrful than hia poetical one. Men looked to him for aesietanee
that he could give them by political editorials* Whlttieri therefore,
first had a eelfieh reason for abandoning poetry^ einoe he expected to
obtain wealth by his political activitiee* Believing that his poetical
reputation worild interfere with his political career, he decided to cease
writing poetry* ISiittier's ambition was crushed when G^i^ing lost his
political interest on his wife's death} and as a reault for Oushix^s lost
political interest Whittier lost his opportunity of jrunning for Congress
"@oon an idealistic spirit to<^ poeession of hin and he concluded
that poets should beo(sne propagandists in the cause of social justice and
clean politics* In this mood he attacli^d other writers for not serving
noble causes I in short was preparing for a course of action that was to
change his entire life. Pie finally and definitely decided to abandon any
self«»seeking niotives and uae both poetry and polities to further a noble
cause •MMc aboliticot* Rarely had a writer made a greater leap from egoism
to idealiasB. In June* 165^, t^ittier wintered the abolition arena by
publishing four hundred copies of a psmphlet 'Justice and Sxpediency,
'
for the printing of i^ioh he paid hiiaself*"
"The lot of abolitionist was mockery and ostracism, but Whittier
was indifferent and fearless to this because persecution had been the badge
of his tribe since the early Puritan and Quaker days*
He lost, too, his opporttmity of political preferment, for about
this tiroe he had became a candidate for the State Senatorship in Essex
County* At the election he was defeated on account of !iia new course
though by only one vote* Such was the penalty he paid for becoming an

Abolitionist* But as a rsotampense hs now realised his earl^ ambititm of
iMO^ng kaam as a Howard* a WlXburforosi a Clarksoni rather than as a
^yron» He regrottsd his |»8t caro«r of writing about lovo griefa of
bswitohad ladiasi and of specter ships when he could have been writing
about the aries of raothersi fathers # and ohildreny sold into alavavy*
Oecasionally he did write poems and sketohes tliat didn't deal
with slavery J but ha did this for a livelihood. Ihey appeeirod in the 'Hew
aigland Magasint*! edited by his friend Joseph X* Buckingham*''^
"Whittler, however* did not abandon his political activities. He
used thsra to further the cause of the abolitionists* He became a candidate
for the State legislature and supported C^hing v^iO was a^in running for
ingress* After Oushing's election he presented the petitions of his
electors to Congress for the abolition of slavery in the District of
OolUBbia* thus this fnture OabliMt^membar and foreign minister began hit
political ceureer by the guidance and assistance of Vhlttier* At the sam*
tiae Whlttlert In spite of his abolition views « was elected to the
Massachusetts legislature* His eucoess was proof of the hl^ regard in
which the oowHunity held* It was the only time ^?hittier held a political
offiosi becaiise he declined to serve a second term due to ill health*
However this did not prevent hlai from pursuing his abolition activities
»
mitll he was forced to tmaporarlly return to Amesbury in 18^, because he
mM not only ill in body but disheartoned and disillusioned* He was almost
on the verge of a mental crisis similar to the one he had imdergone eight
1# Albert Mordell "Cuaker Militant" j Published by Houf^iton, Mifflin
Compax^l^ Cambridge* Massi I93^i pp* 6% 66| 64*

fa.itB previoutlyi and he wae also aufforins from a phyeloal ailiaent whlcii
affected hie heart.*
"After raaintalnlng a alXenoe for several yoara, Whittler
electrified the nation with hie poem •Maesachueetts to Virginia' . It wae
the first anfcl--elairery poam he had written in a nutaber of years, lart he
nade up for hie long sllenoe by passion and seal.
Whittler contrasted in hla poera the Horthem and Southora attltiide \
on slavery**^
•Re continued to write anti-slavery poems till the end of the
Civil War* Urb did not excel his earlier abolition po«aMi« He wrote poms
about tho dl*fioT:tltio9 of in Kansae and oaTspalgn swugs in behalf of
FiNMsont'e election*
One of Whittler 's last and most fiery abolition pooras was 'Oa a
Prsgrtt Boetr** He wrote he would never kneel before su<^ a praying-book,
rsalndlng ua of Wordsworth idien he said ^at he would ratJior be a Pagan
than a Christian wJ^o could not appreciate nature*
*I, for one*
Would sooner bowi a Parseei to the sun*
Or tend a ptra7er"-t*heol in fhibetan brooks j.
Or beat a drum on Yedo*s temple floor*
No falser idol rmn has bowed before*
In Indian groves or Islands of the sea*
Thi\n that which through tho qimint-carved Gothic doo*
Looks forth* a church without humanity I " « « « « «
Labor problems at no time concerned him more than they did most
of the other abolitionists. None of the financial panics he lived through
U Albert Mordell "Quakar Militant Published by Houghton, Mifflin
CoiBpauarf Cambridge, Mass} 1955l PP« 67, 70, 75, 11^, 127.
I«
Imd ov«r called forth any v«ri« from htm* Th© chtaf aocial problcmw that
eeouplad him in middle life war© paoifiam, prohibition, repeal of the lawi
for imprisonsent for debt» and the abolition of capital punishment; on
theae queationa he never changed hie mind|^ and even wrote a poemt
*Diaamazaenti * in the cause of pacifiem* He aympathieed with the laboring
elaasea theoretieallyy but did not believe that strikes vould correct their
grievanees* On labor questions and econ<xnio problems he was profoundly
ignorant* He once 8aid» 'Z do not know enough of this particular movement
to feel authorised in expressing a decided opinion*
"After the close of the Oivil War Whittier's reforming instincts
became calm, and his interest in radical movements ceased* Having witnessed
the triumph of the cause he fought for^ he settled down to a serene old age,
which presented a marked contrast to his previous career of intense
activity and controversy* Poverty no longer harassed him, for the increased
royalties on his books enabled him to lead a life of ease*
Aa he grew older, he often liked to indulge in rerainiscences, but
mainly to those connected with the old antislavery days* Hiough he did
not like to revive ancient eontrovereieo, he could not help recounting tales
about his own activities and experiences* How that the abolitionists had
triumphed, their struggles were of historical interest**^
•thus, Whittier was neither a minor poet, not a provincial one*
In spite of his intellectual deficiencdes ar.d his small technical faults,
he is a poet of high order, becatise he effectively dealt with important
I* Albert Mordell '^^••QuaJcer Militant* | Published by Houghton Mifflin Co*
Boston, Mass.i 195Jj pp* 256, 271, 272*
I
themes « Hia intensity of «aotion« his universality of appeal i and hit
natural gift of expression enhanoe the value of his poetry* Although he
does rank far below Milton and Shelley^ he should be placed vith then
among the poete of liberty. He neither a sectarian^ nor a class poet*
He stood out as a poet of natttre^ as a balladiaty as a slrjgdr of the home
affeotionsf as a recorder of old legends » ae a poet of reform* as a
religious poetf as a composer of hymnsi as a writer of elogiesf but, above
All as a charapion of libei*ty» Sis messages of antislavery days are vital
for all tl^Sy because liberty always reimins an ideal for which to fight,
because oppreseion with tix9 sanction of the law still exists, because
lM4«m capitalist is old slaviriiolder writ large* As loiig as social
injustice and wage-slavery last, ^Mttier's poems of freedom will find
rssponaive chords in human hearts* He is one of tlie great liew Englaz^
literary qimrtette he ranks with ESbsrsoni Hawthorne, and Thoreau* He
is one of the few prophets in American literature*"^
1* Albert Mordell "Quaker Militant" j Published by Houghton Mifflin
CocpanQTi Boston* Haee.j I93^i pp. ^1*
I
ICHAPTER ?•
ABSTRACT
J<jr purpo»« in writing thia theslA is to show th» influence of
Baverhill and Aaaoebury in the life of John Greenleaf Whlttier, and to do
this it eeemed best to me to begin with a brief introduction and then try
to cover my subject under five chapter headings plus two appendixes and
a bibliograpl^*
The first chapter is just a brief sketch of the "Life of John
Greenleaf Whlttier."
John 6* Whlttier was bom in Haverhill ^lassachueetts on Deconber
%7$ 1307 and died Septsmber 7» 1392* He was the eon of QsHiker parents
whose religious doctrines and tales of local history and legends, undoubted]]||
iaflueneed the young v/hlttler's literary leanings*
Spending his boyhood on the famai he came in close contact with
aature and learned to love it and observe it closely* The beauty of
nature thrilled him perhaps to such a degree that he just h&d to allow an
outlet to his emotions and that outlet he found in poetry, to which his
practical father objected on the grounds that poetry and faTmlng do not gq
hand in hand| but it was Abijah Thayer who urged the elder vfhittier to
tend his son to the aoadeo^* Though the elder Whlttier consented to do so*
It *rai8 necessary for Greenleaf to work as a shoemaker and teacher in order
to stet the «icpens«s» He entered the newly opened Hamirhill Aoadseny at the
beginning of Mayt 1827- In the meantime his poetry appeared in the "Free
Press "» * Essex Gazette" « and Boston StatesTttan*
The next thirty years he devoted htmaelf to writing poetry on
I
•Iftvery and polltlca* Hlo interest in abolition got hia into considerable
trouble with the opposing party» but his perserveranoe was finally
rewarded after the Civil Wari because the ideas of the abolitionists
Biaterialised*
In spite of his abolition views he succeeded in being elected a
&«aber of the Massachusetts Legislature from Haverhill which was the only
political offioe he heldj he did not serve again due to ill health* In
the meantime hie reputation as a poet increased and he took rank with
Longfellow and Bryant among the greatest American poets*
He had several romances two of which almost led to marriage*
His views on labor and economic questions were narrow* for he
did not know enough about these issues to express a decided opinion*
However he did stand out as a poet of nature* as a balladist»
as a religious poet, as a poet of the home* as a poet of abolition* and
as a composer of hymns and elegies*
The second chapter is based on the Geographic and Social
Conditions Surrounding Whittier*
It WM in an isolated* rustic* glen* in Haverhill that Whittier
was born and lived hie early youthful years* but it was in Amesbury that
he lived in his raanhoodip and his extremely late years he spent in Danvers
and Hampton Falls* His habits and circumstances bound him to the land and
the life of the people* He loved the land in which he spent his boyhood
and mahhood* and that love he sang to the world in terms of vivid
descriptions* Of the Merrimac River he said, "The Merrimac River is the
fairest river this side of Paradise*"
I
Hawrhlll in the County of Ss8«x Is altiiated on th© north«m »id«
of the rivar Morrimac* It is bounded on the west by Methuenj on the north
by Sflilemt Atkinsonf and Plaietow* in Hew Hampshire! on the east by
Ameebury and the river^ and on the south by the river i^ich divides it
from Bradford* The town contains about fifteen thousand acres and its soil
in places la a rich loam and very productive* Its woods are oak and
walnut* There are some cultivated farms and orchards*
There are four ponds t Creek, Plug» Rounds and Great , all within
a mile of each other* Oreat Pond or Pickerel Lake, whose name was changed
to Xenoza by Whittier^ is one of the most beautiful ponds in New England^
and about i^loh Whittier wrote the poem "Kenoea"*
Thttf are several outstandix^ hills, but none can be called
mountains* Msong these may be named Golden Hill| Silver Hill, Turkey Hill,
Brandy Brow Hill, and Great Hill. The hills are all of gentle ascent and
capable of eaisy cultivation* There are no craggy peaks, or barren ledges,
but the view from the valley and hi11*top can hardly be surpassed for its
loveliness*
At this point it seems appropriate to give also a brief
geographic description of Ameebury, even if the topography would be similar
to Haverhill's in many respects*
It was in Ameebury that Whittier lived during his later life and
wrote the bulk of his poems*
In Ameebury, Whittier loved to walk with his sister along the
river path i^ioh led to "Pleasant Valley" i and this he has commemorated
in "The River Path,"

Suddon our pathwe^ turned from night
j
The hills swung open to the light}"
At the lower end of thle valley, near the aiouth of the Powow,
Goody Miirtin lived more than two hundred years agOf and Whittier first told
the story of the "Witch's Daughter", the poem now known as "fiabel Martin."
She was the only woiaan who suffered death on a witchcraft charge on the
north side of the Merrimac*
The Merrimac, beautiful as are its banks along its entire course*
nowhere presents lovelier scenery than ifhere it passes between the hills
Of Anesbury and Mewbury and especially where its tidal current is parted
1^ the cliffs of Deer Island.
The hills encircling the lovely valley of the short and busy
Powow aret Baileys, the site of Goody Jtertin's cottage; next is the ridge
on which is Union Cemetery vhere Whittier is buried; then Whittier Hill
named not for the poet but for his first ancestor who settled here, and
locally called "Whitcher Kill"* Po Hill Is near the Powow and "The Fountain'
about which l^ittier wrote a poem, is a spring to be found on the western
side of Mundy Hill. The following is from Whittier 's "mountain";
"Where the birch canoe had glided
Down the swift Powow
Dark and glooooy bridges strided
Those clear waters now;
And where once the beaver swam,
Jarred the wheel and frowned the dam."
X. Sawuel T. Pickard •* "Whittier-Land"; Published by Houghton, Mifflin
and Co.; 1904j Boston and New York; pp. 55, 56, 56» 66^ 87.

t?nd9r these rural geographic eurrotmdings* i/hittler livedo irorkedf
plB,y%&g and dreamed* And as he dreamed he recreated into verse not only
nature surrounding himi but also tlie ideals of religion^ t^e affections of
home* the old legends » and the hymnals » and perhaps from these varied
elwnents developed his gradual transition frem the aesthetic to the
idealism of the abolitionist cause*
On locking down from the birthplace one can see a beautiful valley
through lAiioh glides a brook. The house faces the brook and not the road»
and as the eye tries to spa^n the imatediate surroundings > a feeling of lone*
liness crcKtps upon you because there is no other visible habitation arotandj
ln2t in spite of this desolate appearancet Whittier wrote his poetic
fancies because he had the chance for quiet contemplation v^ich we moderns
cwinnot hope to achieve in the midst of our many diversions*
It was oustC8sary for the early pioneers to select home sites near
the water power of brooks^ so it is not surprising that Thomas Whittier,
(the founder) built his heme near Fernside Brook which is a tributary of
Country Brook « Settling near brooks was done with the idea of harnessing
the power for their various needs* The larger rivers they could not use
because they did not have the means then to harness river power*
Although the homestead itself is no Yankee mansionf it is con*
•truoted firmly and is superior to the average isolated farm dwelling of
the time and place* The house and its l4d acres of land remained in
possession of the direct male Whittier line until 16^ •
In 18^ Whittier sold the old homestead and bought a home in
kmnbary, near the Quaker meeting house» because he didn't feel that he
was sufficiently interested in farming now that he had begun editorial work*
r•
To underetaiad Whittitr one toust know his religious baokgrcund.
It seama that his ancestors and he hineelf belonged to the Soeiety of
Friends or Qsiakera which wae established by Joim. Fox in Northern England^
in 1649« Thia ooveoent not only lacked church dlsc.ipline but also was so
hsighly individtialietic that it made fanatics of these who "testified" t
either by quaking —^-^enco cants the name or by going through other extra-
ordinary and s<XQetime8 unsocial behaviour, which ultiiaately resulted in
their ]^rseoutio»* The persecution found synpathizers and one of these
•ympathieere was IRioraas l^iittier (the fo\mder) yAio defended then even to
the point of losing his rights as a fre^oMtni but he achieved full citizen-
ihip fourteen years later* However it was Joseph Whittier son of Thosaas
who became a professed Quaker, and established QuaJcerism in the Whittier
f!B2sily» in 1694 Quakers became recognized as mitirely respectable
people*
Whittier always regarded himself as a number of the Society of
Friends in good standing and he always kept one Quaker virtue faithfully
he never put pen to paper unlesa the spirit moved him*
Because Whittier's "Barefoot Boy" and "In School Days* indicate
a humble walk of life it isuat not be assisaed that he was poverty striken*
Vhittier enjoyed everything that was in accordance with the standards of
the time and place* He was clad as all boys of his time wore, he wae never
hungry, and his education though limited was not rwglected —• he attended
the district school and the mwly opened Haverhill Acadsoyf where he
progressed rapidly*
Whittier's father, being a practical zaant very much opposed
to his son*s literary talents, but the hoy was encouraged by his mother.

Aunt M4ire^ an4 two aleteray and latar b/ Garrison.
Life aonditiondji even anong the more prosperc^e fesdllle8« were
et
more
^
lose universal > v^ich meant working in the fields « taking o&re of
the Xivofitooki eiiffering cold in the winteri and «siting plain but plentiful
food*
Due to his healthy limited m^ney and family tieey Whittier
ftever travel«Ki abroad or in distant parts of t^e Ifioited States; his
earliest journeys from hcise appear to have been to Boston and Salemy where
he becoaje fascinated by the witchcraft end folklore of the latter« This
Interest led to the writing of his very first booky '^The Legends of Kew
CRCS*aA'» followed by ^The Supematuralism of Hew England''. A few years
later he kimt of all the legends of rismpton end used many t^aese in tale
and poem*
Two of the nine tales in the "Tent" posiae eonoerii the Hampton
Witchf Goody CoXet who was buried with a stake through her body to keep
her down*
The young poet was also impressed by the tales of men aarried to
beautiful women who were actually evil demons and in time destroyed their
husbands.
On trips to the village to bring the fairo produoe in exchange for
liousehold coomoditiesy V/hittier observed keenly the tavern proprietory the
country storekeepery the blaoksmithy the man who sold eambe and eigarsy
and the widow who made his hoisespun trousers and. ooatsj and as he observed
these characters t^^iey became so well imprinted in his mindy that he later
ueed'them in his poetry*
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KttiB th« monotony of the llfa of th« early New England fanner
ima broken not only by the beauties of nattire but by their diver*ione vAileh
were a combination of work and play oom«4iu0king» quiiting parties*
etory telling^ and games*
Thu% Whittier't background wae respectable and in conformity with
the times*
The third chapter covers the influ«ioe of Whittier's environment
in his life*
Since Haverhill and Amesbury reeemble each other geographically
and socially both shall be considered as one huge terz^itory in determining
their influences on Vfhittier*
Whittier» being the son of Quaker parents » was undoubtedly brought
up under stem lavs*
The Haverhill farm house where Whittier was born and passed his
boyhoodi survives with little change* The isolation of the home* and the
ueagre supply of bocdcs in the household* offered neither companionship nor
entervainasient and perhaps as a result his aesthetic mind was lulled into
dreaming*
In his boyhood Hihittier toiled with his lmnds» studied by the
fireplaces and attended the district school and the acadiaioy* Whittier was
country born* bred* and educated) he was a Haverhill boy and an Amesbury
B»n* who never broke the ties of family and neighbor* and thus became
directly typical of liis town and diotrict, and indirectly typical of folk*
race* and nation* who lived the same simple life* He was juat a native
writer stimulated by his natural environment and the local forces to ndiich
he was subjected*

The Haverhill farmhouse, Its various, and different membere of
hie household, he has portrayed very accurately and strijcingly in "Snow
Bound** Near the house glides a little brook to which he refers a number
of times in his writings*
"The music of whose liquid lip
Had been to us companionship.
And in our lonely life had grown
To have an almost human tone."^
Between the years 18^ to 1692 the poet made his home in
Amesbury and it was here that he wrote most of his works*
If environment develops the innate and characteristic genius
which nature has stamped upon each man, then the environments of Whittier
were fitted to make him the child of nature* FrOTi his rustic glen he
emerged as a main with strong tendencies i first in his New England life
interpretations! second his beliefs of freedomi and third upon the mystery
of human emotions irtien seeking God*
It would be hard to find on the earth's surface a concentration
of more diversified industry than in the county of Essex, in Massachusetts
"A-** manufacturing, commerce, fishing, and farming* So Whittier was by
birthright the poet of the farmer, the shoemaker, and the mechanic*'^
The legends, of the people about Indians, witch-craft, and
supernatural occurrences, inspired Whittier to repeople the region and
preserve their legends in verse*
I* Thos. D* Murphy, Op* Cit*, pp* 201 • 205*
2* Thos* D, Murphy, Op* Oit* ,pp# 194,195*

Whitti«r loved the Merrimack, and all the lakes and ponds of his
territory* because they inspired him and in return for the beauty they
offered him, he made them beocxne celebrated forever.
All through his life Whittier kept warm reminiscences of hia
earlier years of which he often speaks in his poetry*
"Crowding years in one brief moon,
When all things I heard or saw,
Me, their master, waited for*"
Whittier *B work is crowded with pictures of rural life* Nothing
was more pleasing to him than to lie beside the little brook and listen
to its ripple, for irtiich he has laade many poetic remarks
t
l4Wghed the brook for my delight
Through the day and through the ni^t»
Whispering at the garden wall.
Talked with me from fall to fall*"
The barefooted farmer's boy, who helped with the farm chores,
used the language he had always heard and spoken, a pture English speech
with a few dialectic peculiarities* His poetry was widely read because
he wrote in rustic language which rustics like himself could understand.
Soon he abandoned all interests in the writing of nature poems,
in favor of the vital cause of the century —— anti-^alavery* To this
cause he devoted his time, and means without any consideration to himself*
Finally at the close of the Civil Wart anti^slavery struggle ended, and
Whittier emerged triumphant, for the dre«mi of the abolitionists materialised
X« Martin W« Hoyt "Rambles in Whittier^land Published by the Granite
State Publishing Co,| 1912| pp* ^, ^7,

Every part of this valley ie cotnmauorated In lJhlttier'e proa© and
verae wrltinga*
Whan Waahlngton "draw reign" under the oycamore trees, Whittier
repeata the legend that he a&id:
"I have aeen no proapeot fairer
In thia goodly Saatem land."
"Whittier held firmly to the faith In which he was educated and
did not like to see the Friends adopting methoda of other denominationa
•
He loved beet the old Quaker meetings in which the alienee was not broken*
When reference was made to the Quaker miause of graiaraart he would say that
it had been the manner of speech of his people for two centuries » and he
clung to it becauae it was his mother's language* He upheld the doctrixwa
of his sect to the end.
Whittier'a akill in his editorial work, in nanaging conventions,
Influencing legislation, and his Interest in abolition, gave him preminence
among the party leaders.
Thus, i^ile Whittier at the fields indulged in day dreaming. Nature
was storing his mind with a wealth of material, from i^.ich he drew with
lavish hand that he might bestow it upon those whose souls are less keen
to note her wonderful harmonies."^
The fourth chapter or the ^Conclusion", ccaieists of briet
deductions of what has already been said in the thesis.
Chapter five consists of the Abstract followed by Appendixes A
!• Miartin >?. Hoyt "Kambles in Whittier-Land" j Published by the Granite
State Publishing Co«j Manchester, H* H«; 1912 j p* 10*
m
and B which ar« brief historical sketohes of HaTerhlll and Amesbury* and
these are followed by the Blbliograp}^*
*

APPENDIX A
RISTORIGAl. SKSTCH OP HAV^xHILL, MASSACKUSETTS
"Th« precise time of the settlement of Hayerhill Is not known*
Governor Wlnthrop in his journal (?• 276) says, "Mo, 5, 16A5» About
this time two plantations began to be settled upon Merrlmact Pentucket
called liaverh.ill and Coohichawick called Andover*" But the settlen^nt
was begun In 16^, or 1641 • The Indian deed of the town is dated
Novsaber 15» 1642, and conveys the township to the inhabitants
of Pentucket. Dr* Mather says, Mr* Ward settled at Haverhill as the
ninister In l64l, and there is a record of a birth at Haverhill in that
year, copied from a fortaer book of records* It MtAQ called Haverhill
in oomplinent to Mr* Iv'ard who was born in Haverhill, in Essex county
in England*^
"liaverhill im,3 a frontier town for more than half a century,
and was often troubled by the Indians. Many votes in the early
records show the danger appreh«:ided from the savage enea^* On February
19$ it was voted "to ccm^lete the fortification about the meeting house
against the cotsmoa
1* Leverett Saltonstall "Historical Sketch of Haverhill in the
County of Ssaex and Gcaamonwealth of Jfassachusetts" — Printed by
John KlioX 1816 • pp» 1»!^7*
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enemy; and on December 11, 1710 it was voted to defray the
expense of fortifying the parsonage house.
Few settlements suffered more from the Indians than
Haverhnio It appears by the town records that scarcely a
year passed between 1689 and 1708 in which ^ome were not killed
or captivated—Hannah Duston bein^ the most famous who wag
captured and in turn killed her caotors while they slept, and
thus was able to flee to safety ard her home.
Though only twelve persons, (William White, Samuel
Gile, James Davis, Henry Palmer, John Robin^^on, Christopher
Hussey, John Williams, Richard Litt^ehale, Abraham Tyler,
Daniel Ladd, Joseph Herrie, and Job Clement), composed the
first party of settlers in the town, their numbers were soon
increased by the arrival of others.
The year I65O, the tenth after the first blow had
been struck in the wilds of Pentucketj found the settlers
well established in their new home. Their numbers had in-
creased more than five-fold, and included men of character,
wealth, and influence. They had their cattle, and horses,
their meadows and cultivated fields, their mills and mechanics,
their houses, their church, their minister, their town or-
ganization, and in brief were now fairly settled and prosperous
Considerable land was this year granted to Individ ua!lj|3
west of Little River, on the Merrimac,
The early inhabitants of Haverhill seem to have had
a strong desire for a large town. As early as 16A4, they

petitioned for more land; and again in 1648; and for a long
Borles of years they were disputing with Salisbury about a
few acres of meadow; and when the G-eneral Court granted Major
Dennison a tract of land "on the other side of Merrimack,
about slxe miles above And over," in 1660, it v/ag found that
Haverhill claimed the land as within the bounds of their townl
The Court evidently thouj^ht that this was claiming altogether
too much, and they accordingly ordered "that the townsmen of
Haverhill be required by warrant from the secretary to appear
at the next sessions of this Court, to show a reason v/hy they
marked bound trees at so great a distance from their town up
Merremacke River and also to give an account of the bounds of
their town, and upon what right they lay claim to so long a
tract of land.
The town chose Jam.es Davis and Theophilus ohotswell
"to answer the .warrant of t^'.e G-eneral Court concerning the
bounds." They were voted to be paid "ten groats per day" each,
for their services.
During the past several hundred years one cannot fail
to notice *he great changes taking place. Habits, customs,
laws, and language all seem to have yielded in a greater or
less degree to the ever active and never tiring power of
—
progress.
Haverhill in the county of Essex is situated on the
northern side of the river Merrimac, eighteen miles from the
course of the river, and at the head of its tide v/aters. It

la bounded on the west by Methuen; on the north Sal em
^
Atkin'ion, and Plaletov;, in New Hampghire; on the east by
Ameabury and the river; and on the 5?outh by the river which
divides it from Bradford,
The distance from Haverhill bridge to Boston ia
about twenty-nine miles, to Salem tv/enty-tv/o, to Nev/buryport
fourteen, to Ipswich fifteen, and to Portsmouth thirty.
The town contains about fifteen thousand acres.
The aoil is generally a rich loam, and very productive, Ita
woods are nrinci pally oak and v/alnut. There are some farms
highly cultivated and many exten^iive orchards.
Little or Weat River empties Itself Into the
Merrlmac about a quarter of a mile west of the bridge. This
river has two branches, one vihich originates in Clreat Pond
in Haverhill and the other in "Kingston, New Hampshire; on the
latter are several mills*
The Merrlmac River is navigable to this to^m for
vessels of one hundred tons. Navigation for larger vessels
la prevented by Plain Point Shoals, a mile and a half; and
Currier's Shoals, three miles below Haverhill Bridge, About
two and one half miles above the bridge are Mitchell's Falla
or Rapids, beyond v/hlch the tide never rises. The flow of
the tide at Haverhill is from five to eight feet, yet the
water is never brackish.
In years gone by the river was used as a fishery
for it was plentifully supplied with bass, alewives, smd.

and salmon
.
There are four poncls; Creek, Plug, Rouml, and G-reat;
all within a mile of each other. Round Pond, -^hlch was used
ag a water supply, is principally filled by spring and
exhibits throus;h its transparent water a bottom of glitter5.ns
sand. Great Pond is one of the most beautiful ponds in New
England, coverin7, about two hundred and ten acres, and is
forty feet to eighty feet deep. Its shores exhibit various
views of hills cro^-med with oak or pine trees, and of
cultivated fields, Great Pond was also known as Pickerel
Ijake, and ?/hen it v/as decided to chan-^e the name, the honor
of selecting a new name was given to V/hittier who called it
Kenoza Lake by v;hich it is still known,
"The follov/ing beautiful poem, by John G, V/hittier, to
whom had been entrusted the honor of selectin;^ a new name
for the pond, was read upon the occasion:
KENOZA
As Adam did in Paradise,
To-day the primal right we claim;
Fair mirror of the woods and skies.
We give to thee a name 1
Lake of the Pickerel I Let no more
The echoes answer back "Great Pond,"
But, sweet Kenoza, from thy shore
And watchinr!; hills beyond ;
And, Indian ghosts, if such there be,
frh.0 ply unseen, their shadowy lines,
Call- back the dear old name to thee
As v;ith the voice of pines.

The paths we trod when careless boys.
With manhood' g ghodden feet we trace;
To friendship, love and social joys
We consecrate the place.
Here shall the tender sons be sung,
And Memory's dl-rges soft and low.
And wit shall sparkle on the tonc^ue,
And Hirth shall overflow.
Harmless as summer-lightning plays
From a low, hidden cloud by night
—
A light to set the hills ablaze.
But not a bolt to smite.
Kenozal 0*er no sweeter lake
Shall moraing break, nor noon-cloud sail.
No lighter wave than thine shall take
The sunset's golden veil!
And Beauty's priestess, thou s^^ialt t»ach
The truth so dimly understood.
That He who made thee fair, for each
And all designeth good I
There are several prominent hills, but none which
can be dignified with the title of mountains. Among t'^eae
may be named Golden Hill, Silver Hill, Turkey Hill, Brandy
Brow Hill, and the Great Hill, The hills are all of gentle
assent and capable of profitable and easy cultivation to
their summits. There are no chains of hills in the town,
the eminences being, in nearly every case, detached, affording
from the summits the vlev; of an unobstructed and complete
circle of charming landscape* There are no craggy peaks, or
barren ledges, but the view from valley and hill-top can
hardly be surpassed for its quiet unpretending loveliness.

The situation of Haverhill I3 delightful. The
river bendg in the form of a cregcent and gently flows before
it, while the land rises gradually from its shore. Haverhill
is not 30 handsome a tovm as its local situation deserves.
But the chief care of the first settlers seens to have been
to shelter themselves from the severity of the climate, and
provide for their defense against their savage enemy, and
it is not strange that they didn't consult the beauty of
their settlement*-^
Since habits, customs, laws, and language seem to
yield in time to the ever changing power — progress, —
one cannot fail to notice the striking illustrations of
this fact in the gradual but decided c'langes in ideas of
relirrion, politics, economics, culture, and education.
Previous to I765, there had been but one church,
one meeting-house and one mode or form of religious worship
in each of the parishes; and but one form or standard of
religious faith. The "established church" in the town, and
indeed in the colony, was the "orthodox congregational"
church. This was emphatically "the relifTion of the State,"
and it was not until more than a century after the establish-
ment of the Massachusetts and Plymouth colonies that any
other system was even tolerated. But the attanpt to oblige
1. George W. Chase—"History of Haverhill** Published by
the author, Haverhill I86I. p. 529.

men to any particular form, or doctrine, produced in tlrae
the very state of thing?? which was go much feared by the
founders of these colonies. New doctrines were proposed,
believed, and taught, and new sects arose, despite of the
most astringent laws against them, and In the face of even
persecution itself*
Among the earliest of the sects which sprang up In
Massachusetts and claimed recognition as such, were the
Baptists. From an obscure beginning they e^radually worked
their way until the disciples of the new doctrine were
numbered by thousands, among whom were some of the ablest
mlndg of that time. One of these wag Rev, Hezekiah Graith,
a man of rare powers as a preacher, and who became an
acknowledged leader In the "New Light" movement. He visited
Haverhill in the fall of 1764, and labored with such success
that a church of "separatists," or as they came to be called
"Baptists, was organised the following spring, and Immediately
proceeded to build themselves a meetinr-•house. So rapid wag
the growth of the new church, that in less than three years
it naTibered over one hundred members, which membership
continued to grow steadily. ^
While religious changes were taking place, and
perhaps troubling some of the early minds. New England
1, aeorge W. Chase—"History of Haverhill" Published by the
Author 9 Haverhill 1361. p. 339.

colonist g were undoubtedly in an equal state of anxiety and
distress over the war against France In 1756, In which many
Haverhill men took part.
Althouf^h the war with France ^md resulted In the
expulsion of the latter from all their possessions In the
northern part of America, it had been carried on at a vast
expense, and had added largely to the national debt of
England, To relieve It from future embarrassments of this
sort, the scheme was suggested of raising a revenue in
America, The first act in thin direction wag the revival of
the sugar act in 1764, This placed a duty on sugar, molasses,
coffee, v/ines, etc.j of foreign production, and required that
the proceeds of the tax ^.hould be paid into the treasury
of ICngland. This issue met with such opposition that the
British ministry v/as greatly alarmed, and passed the "stamp
Act" on March 22, a measure which tended to widen the breach.
The general feeling in Haverhill, concerning these
measures, was just as opposed as that of the other towns.
There was definitely no mistakln;^ the spirit and meaning of
the American people In this matter, and the British govern-
ment hastened to repeal the obnoxious act.
While the colonics were resting from the agitation
into 'A'hich they had been thrown by the past acts of the
British parliament, that body v/as preparing new causes of
excitement, England not only again passed an act laying
duties on certain commodities, but also established a board

of coiamlgsioners for the raanagenient of the cuatoins in America,
Colonista once again opposed to the British meagures
of revenue* Special meetings were held and Coraraittee Men
chosen to represent the people at the convention in Boston.
Haverhill sent Mr. Sarauel Bacheller,
'*Ag a principal instruction to Mr. Bacheller, voted
that the king's troops should not be hindered their landing
by force of arms;
"Further voted that Mr. Bacheller be Directed in
Every Constitutional way and manner Consistent with our
Loyalty to our O-racious Sovereign; to oppose and prevent the
Levyinr^ or Collectin-^ of money from us not granted by our-
selves or our Legal Representatives.'*
The result of the convention v/as a calm enumeration
of grievances, strong professions of loyalty, and a discounten-
ancing of all tumultuous expressions of the feelings.
1
But before long more grievances resulted against the
Mother country till finally in 1775 the two countries were at
war.
The effective and timely aid of the Prendi, in men
and money, in 1731, threvr a bright glow over American
military and financial operations, and helped to crovm our
arms v/ith brilliant success, both on sea aixl land. Early in
1732, the English gover*nment, wearied with the fruitless and
1. G-eorge W. Chase — "History of Haverhill" Published by
the Author, Haverhill, 1861, pp. 362, 364, 366.

desperate seven years struggle^ and hopeless of success, began
to think seriously of overtures of peace. The preliminary
motion was made in Parliament February 27, and five days later
It was passed. The preliminary articles were signed at Paris
In the following November,, and in September, 1733, the treaty
was signed at the sarae place.
Thus the war of the revolution was happily ended.
The Colonies were wrested from the grasp of England, and
American Independence was acknowledged and establlslied.
^
On the official records the following fact is
recorded that, upon the final settlement, Haverhill was
deficient 'one man only,' in all the drafts that bad been
made upon it I Without exaggeration there were few tovjns,
if any, which made greater exertions to forward the cause of
freedom than this; no effort was spared; no sacrifice was
thought too great. The courage of the inhabitants nover
flagged, even at the darkest period; 'they had nailed the
flag to the mast, * to use the expression of a veteran of
that period, 'and they determined to see it wave in the winds
of freedom, or fall nobly fighting. They were willing to spend
their treasures and shed their blood; and when there was
scarcely room to hope, tVie votes which were passed in their
town-meeting 3, show a spirit of coolness, determination and
patriotism which is truly astonishing they evinced a
1» G-eorgc W, Chase — "Hirtory of Haverhill" Published by the
Author, Haverhill, 1861, pp. 424, 425,
f
chivalry far nobler than that of olden time; they were
actuated by principle from which death only could sepe-rate
them.
The year I7899 occupies a prominent place in the
unv/ritten history of Haverhill, arrf deserves an equally
prominent one in its written hintory, as the year in which
the First President of the Republic visited the town, and
gladdened the hearts of its patriotic inhabitants by his
visible presence among them.
On alighting at the tavern., v/hich is now the
site of the City Hall, he was introduced to several of the
most prominent citizens of the tovm; and after a short
rest he walked about the town, visitin-^ various points of
interest, and entering into conversation upon the location,
business, commercial, and other advantages of the to^-m . He
¥;alked up Merrimack Gtreet, and as far as what is now
Washington Square and Washington Street (so named in honor
of his visit), and repeatedly remarked upon the pleasantries
and beauty of the scenery, the location of the village, and
his pleasure in noticin;]; the thrift SJid enterprise of its
citizens. His observation that "Haverhill is the pleasant eat
villa,2;e I ^rnve passed t'rirough," was esteemed a high
compliment at the time, and has been transmitted from father
to son, as an unanswerable argument in favor of his "home,
sweet home," as the best place for the exercise of
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enterprise, and the enjoyment of life,
1, George W, Chase — **Hintory of Haverhill" Published by
the Author — Haverhill, pp. hhl, 444, 445.
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The first notice of a school on record la in March
1661, when it was voted that "l.lO should be rated for a
school raagter, and he to receive pay from tlie scholars ag he
and the parents can agree." In March 1671 it wag voted "to
establish a school and build a school house near the meeting
house that shall serve as a watch house, and to entertain
people in the Sabbath, that sriall desire to repair thitlier,
and not go home betv/een the forenoon and afternoon exercises."
In 1704 Major Richard Saltonstall was chosen to attend
at Ipswich Court, to answer to a presentment against the
town for not keepine^ a school master. During the earlier
years no other provision had been made for schools than
required by law. Those parents who were desirous of giving
their children a better than a common school education, sent
them to one of the numerous academies in the vicinity, there
being one in Bradfoiri, one in Atkinson, and two in And over.
Although, Haverhill, during its early years had never been
remarkable for its liberal support of schools; I must add,
however, that this attitude towards education has definitely
changed through the years. 1
From the Ipswich Court of 1631, one can infer
that there wag no regular school in the town. However on the
9th of November, of this year, a meeting was called, "in
1. Leverett Saltonstall—"Historical Sketch of Haverhill in
the County of Essex and Commonwealth of Massachusetts"
Printed by John BJliot 1816 - pp. 1-37
•
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order to supply and the providing a fit person to keep school
in thip! To\m, and make it hi!=? only eraploy to instruct the
children or youn<5 men, any of the inhabitants of Haverhill
in readin.^, and in writin-'^,, and in cyphering," and the
selectmen were voted full pov;er to provide such a person,
and agree with hini to keep school until the next annual
meeting, provided thf^y did not a.'3ree "to give him on the
public account rr.ore than Four pounds in com till that time.**-'-
In 1700, a building v/as ordered to be erected for a
school-house, watch-house, and for any other use to v;hich it
might be appropriated. It was built on what is novj Main
Street, near the top of the hill, and faced the Merrimack,
But before several years v/ere over the Selectmen were ordered
to get a schoolmaster for this year, "with all the speed they
possibly can"; a Y<v, Tufts was engaged and agreed to pay him
thirty- four pounds for his services. The cause of this
great hurry to get a schoolmaster, was the fact, which after-
ward appears, that the town had been again "presented" for
being destitute of a school. Their post-haste compliance
with the law did not, however, save them from a fine for pre-
2
vious neglect.
By a law of 1700, every town of fifty families and
upwards was required to be constantly provided with a school-
1, George W. Chase--"History of Haverhill" Published by the
Author. Haverhill, p, 142.
2, Ibid,, pp. 205, 208.

master to teach children to read and to write; and every
toTO of one hundred and fifty familieg was required to have
a free grammar school, where youth could be instructed "in
such grammar learning as may fit them for admittance into
the college/'
Previous to this time there had been bat one place
in to'TO for a school — in the village and, as a matter
of course those '^?ho lived in distant parts of the town could
have but little benefit from it. That this disadvantage v;a3
felt, is seen from the vote, in I7II9 to enga.^e a school-
master who should "move quarterly." But now the question
assumed a more definite form. Petitions were received from
several of the inhabitants, for a scnool house in the north-
west part of the town, near Job Clements* at the town*s cost,
and a school one quarter of a year, "t-iat they mi.^ht have
the benefit of having, their children brought up to learning
as well as the children of those that live in the center of
the town," and also from several of the inhabitants in the
north-easterly part of the town, for a school-house and
school "near t'le house of T/r. John V/hittier, on the common,
between the two bridges, and between the house of Danl Ela,
and the country road," Both petitions were granted; and the
selectmen were ordered to provide a school-master; and a
committee was chosen to build the school-houses immediately*-'
1. Chase, Op. Cit., pp. 237, 238.
#
The latter were to be "20 ft. lon-53 16 ft. wide and 8 ft.
stud, and furnished 30 as may be corafortable and convenient.
Mr. Ajer kept school in the town this guminer, and
a Mr. Stedinan, of Cambridge, kept the succeeding fall and
winter.
At the annual meeting in 17^3, the subject of
schools again cairiG up for consideration, and three new school
houses were ordered to be built — one in the north part of
the town, between Daniel Ela's and Widow Mary Whit tier* 3,
and the other in the westerly part, near William '-^ittlcker *
9
It was also voted to hire a school-master, "to move for the
town's benefit to the several parts of f^e town." Richard
Haszen kept school "three quarters" this year, — one
quarter at the house of Wido?/ I'ary whittier. He wani paid
eleven pounds per quarter,-^
In 17^7j a proposition was made but ne^jatived, to
baild a school-house in each parish. Prom this it would
appear probable that the only school-house then in toi.vn, was
that In the village; althour^h, accorrlinf^ to records the town
had long before (1723) voted to build several others. This
supposition Is strengthened by tVie fact that the next spring
it was voted to "sell the old school house.**
The subject of schools in the parishes was a^sain
1. Chase, Op. Git., p. 265.
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brought to the attention of the town, (1751) and it was
finally voted that a graraTiar school should be kept in each
parinh four irionths in the year« Probably one of the rnoat
effective remind erg of their duty in this direction, Just at
this time, was the "presentment" for not being provided with
a "grammar school master." The above vote did not however
save them from the latter, for the next spring Nathaniel
Peaslee, Ssq,, v^ag chosen to appear and ansvjer such a
presentment against the town; however by 1755 » fifty pounds
were appropriated for the support of the schools the current
>
year; and it T/ag voted to allov/ t-ie parishes their proportion
of the school money.
^
From and after thi^ time, except the years 1761 to
1764, inclusive; the school in the First Parish was kept all
the year round. Previous to 1761, it v/aa termed a "Grammar
School." In 1765, it was called an "English School," and
"only Readin-, Writin?^, and Cyphering," were taught in it.
In 1774, a proposition was made, and agreed to,
that tv?o schools should be kept the year to come, "the one
a (Grammar School, an^-i t'iie other ar. English rjchool." Though
the record does not so state, yet it is presumed the vote
referred to the Firnt Parish only; as grammar schools were
p
already kept in the several pcirishes.
1. Chase., Op, Cit,, pp, 331, 334, 337.
2, Ibid. J p. 432.
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At the annual meetln^r, in 1789, It wag "Voted to
choose a Committee to inspect the gchoolg, and to visit the
School?? Quarterly anri make Report to the Town at their Annual
March and Fall Meetings."
This wan the fir it "School ComTnittee" In the town,
and so well did the plan commend itself to the inhabitants,
that the next yee.r the committee were "desired to reccoraiDend
such ruleg and regulations In the schools as they shall think
proper.
In 1826, two maiden ladies, Lydia and Abigail Marsh,
both natives and residents of the town, gave half an acre of
land, on the' north side of what is nov; Winter Street, as a
site for an Academy, The fine brick structure, later used as
High school, Tr8.de school, and for the offices of the various
school department executives, was erected and formally-
dedicated on the 30th of April, 1827, and opened as an
Academy. The large and pleasant Hall of the Academy was for
many years a favorite place for exhibitions, balls, lectures,
and religious meetings. Among t"-c dedicatory exercises,
were an oration by Hon. Leverett Saltonstall of Oalem, and
an original ode by John a, irnittierj of Haverhill.
Since the establishment of the first school house,
large ha<g been the progress and. improvement In the school
system of Haverhill.^
!• deorge W. Chase "History of Haverhill" Published by th€
Author. Haverhill, pp. 441. 497.
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From the beginning Haverhill was a flourishing
trading tovm, although its trade and type of manufactured
articles could not be compared with those of today. Before
the revolution Haverhill wag a shipbuilding town. In 1810
nine vessels were built amounting to eighteen thousand tons;
fifty or sixty men were constantly in the shipyards, but this
industry is no longer in existence; however its textile mills,
shoe, leather, and hat factories are still its chief trades
as they were several centuries ago. Other trades which can
now be classified as non-existent were the manufacture of
plated ware for saddles and t'lat was before the tax for these
articles; and also putting up annually great quantities of
beef.
Although Haverhill is a place of considerable busi-
ness its importance is not in proportion to its natural
advantages.
The first newspaper was printed in 1793 by Messrs.
Ladd and Bragg.
In March John 0-, V/hittier, thei editor of the
"Essex Gazette," issued proposals to publish a History of
Haverhill, in one volume, of two hundred pages, duodecimo,
price eighty-seven and one-half cents per copy. If the
material swelled the volume above two hundred pages, the
price was to be one dollar per copy, THiittier soon found
that the amount of labor required to compile the work, and
the limited encouragement offered, were too serious obstacles

to be easily aunaotrated, and the project wae abandoned*
"On May 4| 1654, Mr* Thayer iaauod proposals to
publish the "Essex Gaaette" semi-weekly, at $2.50 per anzBim*
provided sijfflclent encouragement was offered to warrant the
^mdertaking* But the project was abandoned before the change
nae made*
In July, I854, Rev* Thomas 6# Farnsworth and Sben H»
^tfford> coggB^eed the publication of the "Hlssex Banzuir and
Haverhill Advertiser," a weekly daoocratic paper, at f2«00
per annum* The fonaer gentletaan wais editor, and the latter
superintended the publication* At the close of the sec*^
volume, (June 25, I856, ) Mr* Farnsworth retired from the
editorial chair, and left the whole concern in the hands of
his partner* Prom this time, until Jamary 6, 16^8, the
paper was edited by an associate editor and joint proprietor,
and so continued until March 11, 185^, when Mr* Safford again
resumed the sole diarge and proprietorship of the paper*
From that time, until the present, Mr* Safford has continued
to be the editor, proprietor, and publisher, with l^e exception
of a short period, under tho presidential administration of
Jsmes Buchanan, when the mechanical department of the paper
was under the charge of 0* 0* Dearborn*
With the exception of six months in I850, (from
January 1 to July 10) when John Q* Whittier coupled the
editorial chair, which he left to take editorial charge of
the "New England Review," at Hartford, Conn., taking the place
41
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of O-eorge D. Prenticej who went to Louigvlllej, Kentucky, to
edit the "Louisville Journal," a paper e.gtablished to advocate
the election of Henry Clay to the Preaidency, Mr, Whittier wa i
connected with the review for about eighteen months* Mr.
Thayer waa 30le editor, publisher, and proprietor of the
"Esaex Gazette," from the time already mentioned, until 1835
•
In July of that year he gold the establishment to Erastua
Brooks, and removed from toim.
Soon after purchasing the establishment, Mr. Brooks
received an appointment in one of the departments at
Washington, to which city he removed, but continued the
nominal editor of the "Gazette," which was then published by
J« H« Parwell, until the following spring.
May 4, 1836, John G-, Whittier again assumed the
editorial charge of the "G-azette," after serving as a
Representative from Haverhill in 1835. Mr. Brooks continued
to furnish "letters from Washington" until the close of the
volume. At the same time, Jacob Caldwell became proprietor
of the paper, taking possession at the close of the volume.
On September 17, of the same year, Dr. Jeremiah Spofford
became associated with Mr, Whit tier, taking the position of
political editor; and on December 17, Mr. Whittier retired
from the editorial chair, and Dr. Spofford remained sole
proprietor, who changed the name, on January 7, 1337^ to its
1. deorge W, Chase — "History of Haverhill" Published by
the Author, 1861, Haverhill, Massachusetts, pp. 655,656.
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original one — "Haverhill Gazette", and by which it is now
known^ "The Sunday Record," bein^ another present publication
which is published every Sunday,
The first Anti -Slavery Society in this town, waa
organized April 3, 1834, Hon. ailman Parker, President;
John Ct» Whittier, Corresponding Secretary, This was not long
after followed by the organization of a "Feraale Anti-Slavery
Society,** and, still later, by the organization of similar
in other parts of the tovm* The movement, however, met with
considerable opposition, as may be judged f2?om the fact that,
in 1835, an anti-slavery meeting waa broken up in the tovm
by a mobl The circumstances were these:
—
"a Rev. Mr. May, an 'Abolitionist Lecturer', occupiec
the desk of the First Parish society on a Sabbath afternoon,
in August, 1835, and, having engaged the Christian Union
Chapel for the purpose, waa to deliver an anti-slavery lecture
at that place in the evening. The evening meeting wag en-
tirely broken up, by a mob outside, who threw sand, gravel,
and small stones, against the windows, breaking the glass,
and by their hootings, and other noises, frightened the
female portion of the audience, and led to the fear, on the
part of all, that more serious assaults wouia follow, if the
meeting was continued. It was therefore, summarily dissolved.^
1. aeorge Wlngate Chase—"History of Haverhill" Published by
the Author, 1861. Haverhill, p. 505.

It wag, perhapg, fortunate t'nat the latter course was adopted,
ag a loaded cannon wag then being drawn to the spot, to add
Its thundering 3 to the already di sgracsful tumults of that
otherwise quiet Sabbath evening.
A history of the rise and progress of the shoe
manufacturing business in this town, includes, to a great
extent, the history of the town itself, from the close of the
war of 1812, until the present time.
In 1675, at the annual town meeting, Michael Emerson
was chosen "to view and seal all leather" in the town. This
is the first mention of such an officer, and Emerson wag
doubtless the first one so appointed. In I677j Emerson
"complained,'^ and Andrew Greeley waa "joined with him."
There is no mention made of what the former complained, but
from the fact that an additional viewer and sealer was chosen,
ag a remedy for his coiuplaint, it is presumed that the labors
of the office v/ere either too ^reat or too troublesome for a
aln^^le officer. As it wag something new for the tanners in
town to have some one specially authorized, and required, to
view and seal their leather, it is quite probable that
Emerson found his business anything but pleasant, and hence
the popular ancient and modem remedy adopted,—division of
responsibility.
The first shoemaker in this town wa^^ doubtleaa
Andrew Greely^ who came here in 1646, and some of whose
descendants still reside here, and are engaged in the shoe

buslnes'?. I?*roin the above date until within the present
century, ahoemaklng waa confined almoat exclunively to the
wants of the community. Shoes were not made up 3,n quantities,
and kept on hand for sale, like mo^it kinds of goods at the
present day; much less were they manufactijred for foreign
consumption. It waa the common custom, outside of the
villages, for shoemakers to "whip the stump;" i,e*, go from
house to house, stopping at each long enou^^h to make up a
year's supply of shoes for the family. Farmers usually kept
a supply of leather on hand for family use, and in many
cases they were their ovm cobblers. Sometimes a fanner was
also the shoemaker for the whole neighborhood ^ and worked at
the latter employment on rainy days, and during the winter
seasonal
In villages, the "village cobbler," or shoemaker,
gradually came to keep a little stock of leather on hand,
and to exchange shoes with the farmers, tanners, traders,
and others, for produce, leather, foreign goods^ etc.
In course of time storekeepers began to keep a
few shoes on hand for sale. This naturally grew out of the
barter system of trade, then so common. They bartered v«i.th
the shoemakers for their shoes; bartered the shoes with the
back country farmers for produce; and thai bartered the
produce for English and West India G-oods.
1. George W. Chase—"History of Haverhill." Published by
the Author. Haverhill. 1861. pp. 532, 490, 130.

In Augusti 1795, Mosea (3-ale, of Haverhill, advertlaefp.
that he had ''several thousand** fregh and dry hides, Miich he
v;ould exchange for jshoov^, and would give credit until the
shoes could bo made from the game hides* This is the earliest
authentic inforrcation found of what may be called a "whole-
sale" shoe business in the torn. From this time the manu-
facture of shoes began to increase quite rapidly*
Among the earliest to engage in the manufacture of
shoes, were Moses and James Atwood, who also kept a store in
the village. During the war of 1812, the first named sent a
waggon load of shoes to Philadelphia, on which he realized a
handsome profit. These must have been about the first shoe a
sent in that direction* David How was also one of the first
to encourar^e their v/holeaale manufacture* Ho is thought by
some to have been the very first to send shoes to the south,
In largg quantities* He wag th^ first to keep on liand large
quantities of leather, to exchange for shoes* Such was hla
interest in the business, and his energy and enterprise in
carrying it on, that ha may also be called the "founaer"
of the shoe business in this town*-^
Prominent among the causes of the somewhat
sudden increase in the manufacture of shoes, are to be found,
first, the finishing of goat, kid and sheep skins in the
1. George Chase—-"History of Haverhill". Published by
the Author. Haverhill* lo6l, pp* 535.
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form of Morocco, and*, second, the invention of ** turned" ghoeg.
The first turned shoes made in thia vicinity, were made by a
"trampins .lour," who learned the art in Philadelphia, He
wae hired in Charlostovm, by James Gardner, of Bradford, for
whom he worked long enough to allovj othorn to secure the
grand secret. His shoes excited a great deal of curio^^ity
at the time, and large numbers of persons w©it to see how
they were made.
,
The Introduction of these light, neat,
cheap and comparatively durable ^oes, in place of the heavy
styles then in common use, seems to have given a decided
impulse to shoe manufacturing in this town, and from that
time the business rapidly increased, until it became the
principal, and almost the only manufacturing business in the
town*
And now, if those early inhabitants of Havertiill
should be abl"^ to walk throuf^h the^ town they will stand in
awe before the full force of Time's silent changes;—for
Haverhill is no longer a wilderness or part wilderness, but
an ever progressive city with its churches of different
denominations J schools; factories; amusement centers; parks;
lighted highways and streets; and thousands of inhabitants
whom the finger of progress beckons to march forwaiTd..
I
APPENDIX B
HISTORICAL SKETCH OP AMBSBURT
*Two and & ha.lt eanturles Bin<S9, and the territory
through iddoh the beairtifal Merrioao wlnde Ita way to the
ooeeziy was in the etrlcteot •er;e9 a wildemeaey from ita
aouree to its m(nath« excepting a few aavagea \Aio aurvifed
the plague y not a human being found to enjoy ita beautiee
or feast on ita bounties. But in the dim past the red taan
had hunted and fished here» and held high oamival c»i the
banka of this placid atream* Its abundance of fiah and
olama afforded an inexhaustible supply to the local tribes
and others t^lch ocoaaionally reaorted hither*
Along the banks of the Merriotac Imlians delighted
to dwell* In Amesbury and Salisbury there were found abtmdant
evidencea of their settlements in the various relics
and extensive shell mounds*
It was forttmate for the firet 8ettlera« who
ventured into the foreats along the coast, that Indians
remained to aaaert their rights and inflict their brutal
revenge* The condition of the country imaat have rendered
these pioneera easy viotims to the red men, and the
probability is that no settlement could have been made a
century previous to the plague*

Tile ger!e2?al aspect of the eountr^y cannot, perliapg,
be better described than In the language of an ancient
historian who wrote about 1700, when it is possible that
aome of the first settlers were yet living. The historian
says, ""When the English landed on the coast, the coixntry
looked like a va^t wood, the Indiana having cleared only here
and there a saall patch of ground for planting com; but
upon a narrower survey they found every three or fbur miles
a fruitful valley with a clear freeh rivulet, or brook
gliding through it, and these again v/ere suri^unded with
vast woods and hills, which afforded a vei'y agreeable prospect*
Tills tradition was no doubt in the main correct, but since the
decimation of the Indians by some disease about which there
are various opinions, (some believinr; it to have been small
pox, others pronouncing it yellov; fever), the planting
grounds had been neglected and to some ext&nt grown to weedsi^
Over this wild land which had liitherto been but
little better than •*a solitary waste," the sun had not failed
to rise in all its usual splendor, and spring, summer, and
autumn following the winter mms, had not failed to bring
forth leaves, flower and fruit. The streams had meandered
through their lonr; worn channels, in the meadows and by the
hill sides, unused and unappreciated. There were more to
1. Joseph Herrill—"History of Amesbury and Merrimac"
•
Published by Press of Franklin P. Stiles. Haverhill. 1880,
PP« If 2, 3, 9.
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admire the beauties of nature or turn her wonderful resources
to account. The land was simply the hunting grounds of the
various tribes who dwelt in the vicinity or resorted to this
famous locality for hunting and fishing.
In less than eighteen years from the landing of the
Pilgrims at Plymouthj the eastern coast of Massachusetts,
includin^S that part now within the lines of Maine, had been
explored with a view to settlement and plantations located.
On March 1639 a large tract of land was granted,
to Simon Brad street, Samuel Dudley, Daniel Denniaon,
Christopher Butt, Samuel Wlnsley, and John Ssuid ers, for a
settlement
•
The grant was somewhat indefinite, but as sub-
sequently defined included South Hampton and a portion of
Kingston, Plaistow, Newton, Seabrook, Hampstead, Amesbury
and Merrimac.
There is no doubt that a large number of the
original settlers of Salisbury and Amesbury came from towns
of the same names in England, In fact the two tovms are as
closely connected there as here, and are said to be very
pleasantly located, Salisbury is especially noted for its
ancient cathedral of ancient build, and Amesbury for its
Druid Temple or anointed stone erected by the Druids a very
early period.
The follov/ing is a brief sketch of the ancient
town of Amesbury in England, and the origin of the name by
tt
John a-« Whittier:
"Ameabury derives its name from Amesbury or
Arabresbeery In Wilts England^ on Salisbury plain, and near the
great Druidical temple of Stonehenge. The ancient Cymric name
of the stone circles was Emrya Avee. Ambrea or Ambrosiua
signifying immortal or anointed stones*
"The practice of anointing sacred stones is as old
as history or tradition. The Druidical stones in Cornwall
were called Dinas Smryg or the **Anolnted City.**" In Genesis
chapter 28, vire are told that Jacob set up a stone in Bethel
and poured oil upon it. It is probable that Amber (Fr«
Ambre) means ambrosial or sacred, as it was used by the Druids
G-rldley in his work on Stonehengej saygj '"It seems tolerably
clear that the ancient name of Stonehenge is preserved by the
neighboring town of Amesbury or Arabresbeery, as it was
formerly called,**
'^^The old English town is venerable in appearance
—
with its little church one of the oldest in that re^,ion.
Here is situated the abbey of Amesbeeiy^ one of the first
religious houses in Great Britain. Tennyson, in his Idyls
of the Kin^T, makes the faithless queen of King Arthur, after
her disgrace with Sir Lancelot, fly for refuge to the holy
House of Amesbury.^-!;
1. Joseph Merrill, Op. Cit*, p. 92.

'^Well may the peoplo of the town cllnv'; fondly to
the name which has come down to them from the pre-hlatoric
time of the Druids, Arthur and the Round Table, and which
the great poet of the century hag proclaimed in his im-
mortal verge."—^Whittler,
On the 18th of February 1668, a meeting was held
which may be deaignfiited ag the great land meeting* One
hundred lota were disposed of in four* division 3 of twenty-
five lots each. The first division was on Whit tier Hill,
the second was in the vicinity of the pond ridge, the third
was between the pond and "Borcheng medow," and ttie fourth
was to begin the west side of the pond brook. These divisions
embraced a very large portion of the tovm's commons and the
measure was very important
•
In 1675 the business of the town was farming,
fishing, maklnr; staves, and buiMing a few small vessels.
These occupations required a few tradesmen, such as black-
smiths, carpenters, weavers, and tailors who, very likely did
a good business taking barter pay for their services. Pish-
ing In the river and harbor was from the first of great
Import^nfce to the little colony, and finally became an
extensive business. But chief reliance was on cattle, sheep,
com, and the small grains which were extensively raised
according to ancient inventions. ^
1. Joseph Merrill, Op. Cit., pp. 101,102, 103, 104.

In 1676, the town was divided into wa-fds for the
convGnlenca of setting watches, and each ward had a vjatch
house for quarters. Indiana were at times troutalesorae, and
the garrison houses then called forts, were in various
sections of the town, to be kept at all times in .good order,
No person was allo?/ed out after ten o'clock at
night unless a r^ood account could be ?5iven. Lights were to
be put out at ten and all noises stilled. How strictly these
regulations were enforced cannot be told, but judging from
the character of the Puritans, must lean to the aids of
strict discipline. All these measures were required to
guard against surprise and complete destruction of the colony
by the Indiana.^
As most of the time Indian wars were harassing
the colony, it became necessary to keep armed bodies of men
to guard again-^st surprise, ana the towns were obliged to
contribute men for that purpose, unless so situated as to
make it unsafe for them to spare any part of their people,
in which case they were denominated "frontier tovma,*^ and
excused fr»om contributljig to the common safety. Amesbury
being thus situated chose a committee consisting of "Mr.
Wells and ye lillitia and ye Selectmen or ye raager part of
them to draw up a petition to present to ye Court that we
may be accounted a front ere toifTne and for severall other
1, Joseph Herrill, Op, Cit,, pp. 121,

p'^tlcklerg that they shall think nsedfiil to petition for,"
It Is probable that this petition wag grantedg as it 13 wall
knoTO that Araesb^ry had suffered severely from Indian raids.
Since all this territory weat of the Powow River
was rough and wild. It required patient labor to fit it for
comfortable homes
.
The pioneers, hov/ever, were men of otrong frames
and iron wills, well fitted to subdue the forest and lay
foundation of town or state, Althour^h not hir^ily
educated, they were good practicable business men honest in
their convictions of right and wrong.
These raen organized a community for the common good.
Scarcely a decade passed ere a church was built and a minister
obtained to teach them in spiritual things. Their numbers
increased, sons and daughters were bom in short, general
prosperity attended their efforts. Although in the midst
of a savage and relentless foe, they experienced a
remarkable preservation^ for which their thanks went forth
to that kind Providence, of whose signal favor they were
fully sensible^ ^
There was great change during this half century,
greater than thousands of years had witnessed up to the
present. The civil authority, church, and school were as yet
Im Joseph Merrill, Op. Cit,, pp. 144, 145,

but faintly marked out, although shadowed forth in an en-
couraging light.
Science in the form of LaaGhine3:y had been called in
and agriculture Iiad drawn from the earth food for man and
beagt, Ffisatj corn, rye, and barley yielded abundantly on
the new and fertile soil. The colony is now pemianently
established and nothing but the hand of Providence can blot
it from the earth.
By 1702, a law v/as passed making it obli;5atory upon
tovma to maintain schools and employ qualiified teachers,
other than ministers, under penalty of fc20, I-Iitherto it liad
been customary to employ the minister to teach t-x^ children,
thus adding a trifle to his scanty salary* To comply with
the law, the town established a free school and authorized
the selectmen to hire a master.
Thus by vote of the to\m the free school system
was inaugurated, and lias continued to prospers increasing
with the growth of the town, till from the small expenditure
of h6 it has gradually increased tremendously* From the
school kept in private houses, with a few simple benches,
has grown tVie modem school of many branches kept in nicely
furnished public houses*!
While the people of Amesbury in 1776, were pledging
their all to the cause of Freedom, Dr* Josiah Bartlett was
1. Joseph Merrills Op. Cit., pp. 150, 151.
I
urgins for^mvd the bold nicasuro calculatod to separate the
colonleg from the mother country. IVhen the fearless document
wag completedj he boldly stepped forward and placed his name
at the head of the Declaration, Of such -lerolc conduct,
Ameabury may well be proud*
The power, of the several falls of the Powow River
in Ameabury, attracted from the beginning manufacturers of
many different articles, now however the inllla at Amesbory
have Tflonopoll zed its use. Here bricks were also rcanufactiJired
and with a lumber mill operated by river power an3 built by
Willie Osgood (1641), building materials were well supplied.
The abundant supply of timber and ready water power combined
with the skill and enterprise of the people make the lower
part of the river a centre for boat and shipbuilding. Many
vessels launched on its waters took an active and effective
part in harassing British shippinp;. In 1781 the "Diamond"
was launched and fought in a ^ood cause thourth paid for with
New England rum which wag probably manufactured near the spot.
A year later the "Ruby" waa launched and also paid for with
rum. Both these vessels were privateers. Among the English
vessels they capturad were the British ^ueen, Marlborough^
and Flora, ^
In 1818 a steamer was built called the Mobile
1. Joseph Merrill, Op, Git., p« 26l«

deaij^ned for a lighter at port of Mobile, Alabaina.
The ksel of the great schooner '* Polly" v/a-i 3a id
on the bank a of the Powov/ in August, 1804. Trie follovvlns
description I3 from the Belfast, Me,, Republican where the
Polly hails from:
"The good schooner Polly is now In winter quarters
at the Swan and Gibley company's dock after a busy reason bay
coasting and as a Bo ton packet in command of Captain G-eorge
Ryan of this city. She was built at ArQesbui^j Mass., in 1305
and is nearly one hundred years old* Capt^^in Fiyan wrote
recently to Mr. G-. M. Cummins 3 of Bangor for ps.rticularg of
the Polly* 3 hiatory, aad he wrote as follows from v;hat he
could remeinber of her record:
'^She wa^ built in Anieabury, Mass., in 1805, and
commanded by Captain Paul Grant, who was a native of what ia
now Prospect; !,1e,j and traded from Boston to ports on
Penobscot bay and river. Che carried wood and passengers
to Boston, returning witu passengers and general cargo. The
next heaM of her is in the war of iSl2'* . The following is
"The Herald article on the Polly? She v/as one of the first
vessels to be fitted out as a privateer in the war of 1812.
She made a good account of herself in this i-^le, and her
slippery heels kept her clear of the English crusiors. At th
cloae of the war she went back into the packet service, and
has been run year after year, always making a good return on
the money invested."
m
The ready motive power available, attracted to the
shores of the Powow many of the leading inechanicg of their
timea, and asaisted them in founding and developing gome of
the leading industrlfeg of Nev/ PJngland.
Jacob Perkins wag an engraver of bank notes and a
skilled at Newburyport, Perkinc, long pondered on the nail
question and waa convinced that it was possible to make
them by a cheaper process. Not having any capital, ho
borrowed three hundred dollars froin Ms aunt# With this
araall capital he moved to Ainesbuiy vjhere the Powow River
could be utilised to s^ive power to his machinery , and began
the manufacture of cut nails -i^ich pr-oved to be a financial
success. Like roost great masters Perkins trained others v»ho
have materially helped the progress of their country and
mankind. Among these is Samuel Moody v/h.o was employed in
1312 by Samuel Kendrick and Ezra Worthen in building carding
machines in Amesbury with the Powow waters as a motive power
In the same year he was occupied in the manut^cture of cloth
and a little later he was at work building a brick building
for the manufacture of satinets. To his skill the early
manufacturing prosperity, not only of Amesbury, but also of
the cities of Waltham and Lowell was largely due. Many
other industries have prospered in Amesbury whose wheels
depended on the Powow for their motion,^
1, F, F. Perry, "The ^^tory of the Powow River" Published by
Fidgl|jt|V grange. No, 300, P, of H, South Hampton, N.H.
•
And it was amldat this town that Whit tier spent the
years of his manhood; writing and expreasing hia views, ideas
8uid emotions in poetic language in which he made famous not
only himself but his birthplace, Haverhill, and his home town
Amesbury
•
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